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Chapter 1 

Introduction 
 

Release 6.8 is the second major update of 2014 of the Datafile system following the Payroll update earlier 

this year.  Enhancements and improvements have been introduced into many areas of the system including 

the Ledger Enquiry, Discount Matrix, and the Order Processing applications.   

 

We continue to develop additional functionality to our modules based upon requests from users and 

partners.  Feedback is always added to our development review list for consideration and potential 

inclusion in subsequent updates of the software as this release continues to demonstrate. 

 

In addition we have introduced a new product Datafile 2014 (now 2015).   

 

Datafile 2015 is a completely new version of our software written in a modern development environment. 

It contains and all the features and functions available in our current V6 product (plus more) and a fresh 

new user interface to improve navigation and speed up information retrieval.  This new development 

environment gives us greater flexibility longer term to allow the inclusion of features and functions not 

currently possible with v6 and ensures longevity of the software. 

 

This new version has been written with our many end users in mind to ensure a cost effective migration; 

any customisations made to v6 including user menu’s, database table changes, screen designs, and reports 

are automatically transferred across meaning that there is no re-work required by the client. 

 

If you are interested in finding out more about Datafile 2015 please call your Datafile Partner. 

 

Features introduced in Release 6.8 include: 

 

 Job Record Pick Lists 

 Extra Sales / Purchase Order Document Confirm Items 

 Alternate Selling Units for Sales Order Processing 

 Sales / Purchase Order Document Dunning Messages 

 Sales Order Staged Payment Options 

 Sales Order Detail Pick Lists 

 Works Order Header/Detail Pick Lists 

 Batch Tracking Bin Locations 

 Stock Batch Update – Batch/Serial Stock Support 

 Additional Options for Discount Matrix 

 Additional Screens for Main Applications on Ledger Enquiry 
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Installing Release 6.8 
 

Updating Your Registration Number 
 
To update your serial number to the new release (6.8) you need to enter the upgrade code that was 
supplied via your reseller. 
 
Sign on with the SLAVE user-id and password and select the option ‘Upgrade to Latest Release’.  
 
The upgrade code is 24 characters split into six groups of four, you need to press the <Enter> or <Tab> key 
after each part. Once the code has been entered press UPGRADE to update to the current release. 

 
If the code is not accepted re-check that you have entered the code as supplied by your reseller.  If the 
code is still not accepted ask your Datafile reseller to arrange an update of the security file. 
 
Do not proceed with the program update until the upgrade key has been entered, or an updated security 
file has been supplied, as you will not be able to use the software. 
 

Upgrade Procedures 
 
Follow these instructions to update your system to Release 6.8. 
 
Note that you cannot use the updated programs unless you have a registration / serial number beginning 
with ‘68’.  
 
Before you start, certain details are required: 
 

 Is Datafile installed on a network, if so are the programs run from the network or the local terminal? 

 Where are the Datafile programs held? 

 Have you downloaded the “Release 6.8 Update.exe” or “Datafile 2015 Update.exe”? If not, download 
from the website now. 
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Once these details are known you can begin the upgrade. 
 
1. All users must exit Datafile Software completely. Users should select ‘Quit’ on the main menu and 

then ‘Quit/Exit Datafile’ from the sign-on screen.  Users should also exit Microsoft Word & Outlook 
programs. 

2. Double-click the downloaded update file. This is a compressed archive file which, when run, will 
unzip the updated programs and installation procedure. The default folder the system will wish to 
unzip to is C:\REL68UPD for the Version 6 update (C:\DF2015UPD for the 2015 update).  If this is 
acceptable click FINISH or use Browse to change to a folder of your own choosing. (If a new folder 
warning is displayed select YES to create this folder). The system will then expand the compressed 
files and then automatically launch the setup process. 

3. Choose ‘Update Program Files’ 

4. Choose whether you wish to update your menus.  Respond No - No updated menus are supplied with 
this update. 

5. Choose ‘Network Installation’ or ‘Local Installation’ as appropriate. 
 
6. Next the system asks for the paths of the Datafile Software system. 
 

PROGRAMS (Path 1) – location of Version 6 Programs (DFWIN.EXE) 
PARAMETERS (Path 2) – location of main Datafile folder (DIAMOND.D00) 
DATA (Path 3) – location of main company files (DIAMOND.D05) 
PROGRAMS20 (Path 4) – location of Datafile 20nn Programs (DFWIN.EXE) – 2015 Upgrades Only 

 
The system will validate that the pathnames entered here contain files appropriate for each location 
(these are the filenames in brackets above). To check the paths to be entered you can use the 
FIND/SEARCH option on the Windows Start Menu. 

 
7. Once the pathnames are accepted, press <NEXT> until the Licence Agreement is displayed and ‘YES’ 

to accept this. The supplied programs will then be updated. 

8. If installing to a Local Workstation then the update is now complete. If installing to a Network then 
the update continues by asking ‘Do You Want to Install Local Programs’.  Respond ‘Y’ to this prompt 
regardless as to whether programs are run locally or over the network – you still need to update the 
local workstation for Microsoft Word links. After a short pause the system will ask you to confirm 
whether programs are run from the Network or Locally. Confirm as appropriate.  

9. If running programs locally you are then asked to confirm the local program path – usually 
C:\DFWIN\PROGRAMS. If running programs from the network then this prompt is skipped. 

10. You are then asked to confirm the folder on the Start Menu to access Datafile (usually DATAFILE 
SOFTWARE) before the system updates the appropriate local files. 

11. Update of the workstation is now complete. To update other workstations you need to run 
SETUP.EXE from the main Datafile folder on the network (use the Windows option RUN on the Start 
Menu) from each workstation – this repeats options 9-11 above. You can now delete the contents of 
the REL67UPD / DF2015UPD folder and the compressed archive file. 
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Important Notes 
 
Increased Record Size / Data Items per Database 
 
The Release 5.9 update increased the maximum number of items per database to 320 and doubles the 
maximum record size from 2K to 4K. Once these features have been taken advantage of you will no longer 
be able to use the DOS product or earlier versions of the Windows product in conjunction with these 
databases. 
 

Microsoft Office Links 
 
The Release 6.0 update introduced improved links to Microsoft Word and Outlook that are only applicable 
for users using the XP, Vista or Server 2003/2008 operating systems together with the Microsoft Office 
2003 / 2007 packages. 
 
Users on earlier Microsoft Office versions or on earlier operating systems should note that these features 
should not be enabled.  Similarly users using alternative email clients should not implement the Outlook 
email links. 
 

Increased File Sizes 
 

The Release 6.4 update increases the maximum files sizes allowed for DFD and saved document files over 

2GB.  Once these features have been taken advantage of you will no longer be able to use earlier versions 

of the program in conjunction with these files. 
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Chapter 2 
Application Features 

 

Job Costing 
 

Job Record Pick Lists 
 

Earlier releases have introduced definable pick lists into Order Processing, Sales and Purchases Ledgers and 

Stock Control.  Release 6.8 now extends this facility to Job Costing. 

 

The pick lists allow you to review a set of job records, allowing enquiry options plus updating/editing 

records as required.  Up to nine pick lists can be defined for the job records file, each list has its own 

selection criteria and definition layout which can be configured as needed. 

 

Selecting your pick list menu option will prompt, if configured, for you to confirm or enter any required 

selection criteria or filters and will then list the applicable job records for review. 

 

Available actions to perform against the highlighted entry include: 

 

 Enquiry – links to the Job Enquiry option for the currently selected job record. 

Diamond and Premier Only 
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 Zoom – links to the Ledger Enquiry option for the currently selected job record. 

 Update – links to the Job maintenance screen for the current job record. 

 Edit – allows amendment of pre-set list of data items for the current job record. 

 Statement – prints job statement for the current job record. 

 Excel – outputs the current pick list to Excel. 

 Status – allows change of the job status for the current job record. 

 Close – exits from the pick list 

 

 

Contracts and Operations 

 

If Job Costing configured to allow Contracts and Operations, sometimes known as Split Jobs, 

then the operation of selected actions differs whether the highlighted job records is a contract 

or operation. 

 

The Update action will use either the Contract or Operation maintenance screen depending on 

the job type selected.  The Statement option, if processed for the Contract, will create a 

statement for the Contract and all the Operations.  If the Statement option selected for an 

Operation then a statement will be printed for the Contract and the current Operation only. 

 

 

Installation 

Application User Facilities 

To configure the Job Record Pick Lists you need to update parameters within the Application User Facilities.  

To set these options select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then 

Application User Facilities.  Select the Job Costing application and then select the Definable Job Pick Lists 

option. 
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Selecting the Pick List menu option offers a list of up to nine definitions that can be updated / set as 

required. 

 

Update Which Entry (1-9) – select the entry number of the pick list definition you wish to create / update. 
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Pick Title – enter title for the Job Record Pick List.  This title is displayed as the form header when using the 

pick list at run-time. 

 

Specify Default Selection Criteria – set any default criteria to be applied.  If not set then criteria can still be 

entered manually at run-time. 

 

Allow Changes to Selection Criteria – if any default criteria set then this option controls whether the 

operator can amend the default criteria or not. 

 

Remember Changes to Selection Criteria – if default criteria set and allowing changes to the criteria then 

this option controls whether any changes to the default criteria are remembered for next use. 

 

Start from Header Slot Number – each Datafile Database has ten slot or control numbers that contain 

‘record numbers’ used as starting points for processing within the system.  Some of these slots are used for 

internal processing and others can be maintained within your own ProFiler applications.  This option asks if 

you wish to use one of the slot numbers as the starting point for the records to be updated reviewed. 

 

Items to Display – select up to ten items to be displayed from the job records file. 

 

Sort on Items – select up to four items from the job record file upon which the pick list is to be sorted.  Also 

set whether these sort items are to be processed in ascending or descending sequence. 
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Allow Enquiry Action – set whether the Job Enquiry option is to be allowed against the highlighted job 

record. 

 

Allow Update Action – set to allows use of the UPDATE action to update the job record using the standard 

Job Costing maintenance screens. 

 

Allow Zoom Action – set whether the pick list can link to the Ledger Enquiry for the highlighted job record. 

 

Allow Excel Action – set whether you allow output of the pick list to an Excel spreadsheet. 

 

Allow Edit Action – set whether you wish to allow edit of nominated items on the job record.   

 

Allow Status Action – set whether you allow the Change Status action to be performed for the current job 

record. 

 

Allow Statement Action / Which Statement No – set to allow print of job statement, and the statement 

definition to be printed, for the current job record. 

 

Include / Exclude Items – this option allows you to set additional filter options against the Job Records 

database.  For each filter item you select the data item you wish to filter on, the heading displayed on 

screen (if left blank the data item name is used), whether you wish to default to including or excluding 

records based on this filter.  The filter options work on a blank / non-blank status when including or 

excluding but, for X-type items, you can also set enable a ‘Check Equal’ function that would allow run-time 

entry of a value to match when including or excluding records. 
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Edit Action Items / Update – select up to sixteen items from the job record to be displayed in the edit 

function and also set whether the operator is allowed to update this item.  Care should be taken when 

selecting the items to update as system validation rules are not applied.   

Menu Design 

 

The pick list options need to be added as required to the Job Costing menu.  To add a new menu option 

sign-on as the CONFIG user and select Application Menu Design, choose the menu to update (the main Job 

Costing menu is JC.D03, or you may wish to add a utility menu if creating a large number of pick lists) and 

then select to update either the left or right-hand menu.  Move down to a blank menu entry and enter the 

title required then press <Enter> to enter the menu parameters. 

 

Applic, Program or Notes P-Program 

Menu Name or Program Path JC.EXE 

Parameter  791x for Job Record Pick Lists where X corresponds to the definition 

entry number required 

 

NB: Other options can be set as required. 
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Sales / Purchase Order Processing 
 

Mandatory Customer/Supplier Reference 
by Account 
 

Selected Customers can require, and will reject, any invoice without a purchase order reference.  Similarly 

you may require that orders to selected suppliers require an order reference.  This new facility allows a flag 

to be set against a customer/supplier account to force input of a customer/supplier reference when 

entering an order. 

 

When adding/updating orders the system will not allow a blank input for the customer/supplier reference 

when the account is flagged to require a reference. 

 

Installation 

Database Changes 

 

Changes are required to the Sales and/or Purchase Accounts files.  To add these items select Installation 

from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then Restructure A Database. Select the Sales 

or Purchase Ledger application. Elect to update the Live Files and then select the Sales Accounts or 

Purchase Accounts file. The existing data items are then displayed on screen, scroll-down to the next 

available blank entries and create the following items: 

 

Diamond and Premier Only 
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Item Name Type Description 

 

MANDATORY-REF ? Flag item to identify accounts for which reference input is 

mandatory. 

 

To insert a new item press <Enter> against a blank entry, enter the title as required and press <Enter>, 

select the item type (using the drop-down list if required), and depending on item type select the size 

required. 

 

Once the required items have been recorded press the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button to save 

the database changes. When prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing Data to New 

Database Structure’ and, if appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to New Database’. Final 

prompts ask to ‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and to ‘Carry Out the Same Restructure on the BASE File as 

well’ – respond as required. If you select to update the base file you need to manually insert the new items 

at the same data item positions as on the live file. 

Database Profiles 

 

The new data item(s) need to be referenced within the Database Profiles.  To update these settings select 

Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and Set Database Profiles.  Choose the 

Sales Ledger or Purchase Ledger application as required before firstly selecting the Account Mandatory 

parameter screen. 

 

On the left of the screen is the prompt Cust-Ref (Supp Ref) Mandatory – against this item reference the 

data item number of the equivalent item created above, <F4-Select> is available if required. 
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In addition, the existing Sales Order Header and/or Purchase Order Header item for the reference now 

needs to be referenced within the Database Profiles.  Choose the Sales Order Processing or Purchase Order 

Processing application and then select Header Mandatory. 

 

On the left of the screen is the prompt Customer (Supplier) Reference – against this item reference the 

data item number for the reference item, <F4-Select> is available if required. 

Application Screen Layouts 

 

The Mandatory Reference flag will need to be added to the Customer/Supplier Account maintenance 

screen.  To update the screen layout users can select the Installation option from the main menu followed 

by Application Manager and then Application User Facilities.  Select the Sales Ledger or Purchase Ledger 

application before selecting the Maintain Customer (Supplier) Records option and then Add New 

Accounts. 
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Screen Design is in the usual manner - To insert text labels such as ‘Mandatory P/O’ use the mouse to 

position the cursor where required and then type the required text.  To insert the data items position the 

cursor where required and press the <F4-Select> key and choose the data item required.  Set whether 

items are view-only, mandatory or require uppercase input as required.  Once the layout is complete 

choose File and then Save & Exit. 

 

 

Note 

 

By default the Customer/Supplier Reference is already an input item on the Order Header 

entry screens.  If not displayed then the Order Header screen will also need to be updated to 

include this item. 
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Increased Details per Order 
 

This new feature allows an increase in the number of details per order from 999 to 9999. 

 

Installation 

Application User Facilities 

The increased number of details is available automatically on update to Release 6.8, however, when using a 

large number of details you may wish to review the settings for locking stock records when updating 

Sales/Purchase Order Headers.   

 

By default when updating order headers the system exclusively locks the stock records in use on the order 

so that changes in credit and reserved status can be reflected in the linked stock items.  With an increased 

number of details the lock and unlock of the stock records can take a noticeable amount of time.  An 

existing parameter within the Optional Features allows for the system to only lock the stock records after 

the Order Header update and only locks if the operator changes the credit/reserved flags.   

 

To update this setting select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and 

Application User Facilities.  Select the required application followed by Enter/Amend Orders and then 

Advanced Input Facilities and Optional Features.  Screen 2 of the Optional Features allows this parameter. 

 

Lock Stock AFTER Input When Amend Header – set to place record locks, if necessary, when save changes 

to Order Header.  Note if the operator changes the credit/reserved flags and a stock record cannot be 

locked then any changes to the order header will be rejected and the operator warned accordingly. 
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Extra Document Confirm Items 
 

Document processing currently allows for the setting of two confirm items when confirming the action 

quantity for an order line.  This new feature allows for an additional ten items to be confirmed. 

 

Installation 

Document Design Manager 

 

To configure the document sign on as the SYSTEM user, or any user with Installer access rights, and right 

click on the required documents menu option and select Configure Option.  Alternatively select Installation 

from the main menu, followed by Application Manager and then Document Design Manager before 

selecting Sales/Purchase Order Documents and the required document category.   

 

The system will list the available documents – enter the number of the document to update in the prompt 

at the bottom of the screen and the document mask will be displayed. 

 

To defined the extra items select the Parameters option on the main toolbar and then use the ACTION 

button to move to the ‘Order Detail Items to be Confirmed’ parameter screen. 
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The existing two confirm items are displayed at the top of the screen.  Further down is the new prompt 

Extra Conf Items – when set a pop-up form allows for the selection of a further ten items. 

 

Additional Copy Items from Stock to Order 
Detail 
 

Database Profile setting allow for the definition of up to twenty copy items from the Stock to the Order 

Detail files.  This new feature allows for a further fifty copy items to be defined. 

 

Installation 

Application User Facilities 

 

The additional copy items are defined within the Application User Facilities.  To update select Installation 

from the main menu followed by Application Manager and Application User Facilities.  Select the required 

application followed by Enter/Amend Orders and then Advanced Input Facilities and Optional Features.  A 

new prompt ‘Extra Stock Copy Items’ when set displays a pop-up screen to allow the definition of the 

additional copy items. 

 

Diamond and Premier Only 
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Copy items should be defined between data items of identical, or compatible, data item types.  Copy items 

defined here are actioned within the standard order entry options, batch imports, back-2-back order 

processing and quick form order generation. 

 

Order Detail Pick Lists 
 

Earlier releases have introduced definable pick lists into Order Processing for the Sales/Purchase Order 

Headers, Sales and Purchases Ledgers and Stock Control.  Release 6.8 now extends this facility to the 

Sales/Purchase Order Details. 

 

Diamond and Premier Only 
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The pick lists allow you to review a set of detail records, allowing enquiry options plus updating/editing 

records as required.  Up to nine pick lists can be defined for the details file, each list has its own selection 

criteria and definition layout which can be configured as needed. 

 

Selecting your pick list menu option will prompt, if configured, for you to confirm or enter any required 

selection criteria or filters and will then list the applicable detail records for review. 

 

Available actions to perform against the highlighted entry include: 

 

 Enquiry – links to the Order Enquiry option for the Sales/Purchase Order that the currently 

highlighted detail is linked to. 

 Zoom – links to the Ledger Enquiry option for the Sales/Purchase Order that the current highlighted 

detail is linked to. 

 Update – links to the order detail entry screen (full screen input) for the currently highlighted detail 

record. 

 Details – likes to the Order Detail entry procedures for the Sales/Purchase Order that the current 

highlighted detail is linked to. 

 Edit – allows amendment of pre-set list of data items for the current detail record. 

 Excel – outputs the current pick list to Excel. 

 Close – exits from the pick list 
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Installation 

Application User Facilities 

 

To configure the Order Detail Pick Lists you need to update parameters within the Application User 

Facilities.  To set these options select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager 

and then Application User Facilities.  Select the required Order Processing application, then Enter/Amend 

Orders and then select the Definable Order Detail Pick Lists option. 

 

Selecting the Pick List menu option offers a list of up to nine definitions that can be updated / set as 

required. 
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Update Which Entry (1-9) – select the entry number of the pick list definition you wish to create / update. 
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Pick Title – enter title for the Order Detail Pick List.  This title is displayed as the form header when using 

the pick list at run-time. 

 

Specify Default Selection Criteria – set any default criteria to be applied.  If not set then criteria can still be 

entered manually at run-time. 

 

Allow Changes to Selection Criteria – if any default criteria set then this option controls whether the 

operator can amend the default criteria or not. 

 

Remember Changes to Selection Criteria – if default criteria set and allowing changes to the criteria then 

this option controls whether any changes to the default criteria are remembered for next use. 

 

Start from Header Slot Number – each Datafile Database has ten slot or control numbers that contain 

‘record numbers’ used as starting points for processing within the system.  Some of these slots are used for 

internal processing and others can be maintained within your own ProFiler applications.  This option asks if 

you wish to use one of the slot numbers as the starting point for the records to be updated reviewed. 

 

Items to Display – select up to ten items to be displayed from the order detail file. 

 

Sort on Items – select up to four items from the order detail file upon which the pick list is to be sorted.  

Also set whether these sort items are to be processed in ascending or descending sequence. 
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Allow View (Enquiry) Action – set whether the Order Enquiry option is to be allowed against the 

highlighted order detail record. 

 

Allow Zoom Action – set whether the pick list can link to the Sales / Purchase Order Ledger Enquiry for the 

highlighted order detail record. 

 

Allow Details Action – set whether the pick list can link to the Detail Entry options for the highlighted order 

detail record. 

 

Allow Excel Action – set whether you allow output of the pick list to an Excel spreadsheet. 

 

Allow Edit Action – set whether you wish to allow edit of nominated items on the order detail record.  

 

Allow Update Action – set whether the pick list can link to the full screen order detail input action for the 

highlighted order detail record. 

 

Include / Exclude Items – this option allows you to set additional filter options against the Order Details 

database.  For each filter item you select the data item you wish to filter on, the heading displayed on 

screen (if left blank the data item name is used), whether you wish to default to including or excluding 

records based on this filter.  The filter options work on a blank / non-blank status when including or 

excluding but, for X-type items, you can also set enable a ‘Check Equal’ function that would allow run-time 

entry of a value to match when including or excluding records. 

 

Edit Action Items / Update – select up to sixteen items from the order detail record to be displayed in the 

edit function and also set whether the operator is allowed to update this item.  Care should be taken when 

selecting the items to update as system validation rules are not applied.   

Menu Design 

 

The pick list options need to be added as required to the Order Processing menu(s).  To add a new menu 

option sign-on as the CONFIG user and select Application Menu Design, choose the menu to update (the 

main Sales Order Processing menu is SP.D03, for Purchase Order Processing PP.D03, or you may wish to 

add a utility menu such as SPPICK.D03 or PPPICK.D03 if creating a large number of pick lists) and then select 

to update either the left or right-hand menu.  Move down to a blank menu entry and enter the title 

required then press <Enter> to enter the menu parameters. 
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Applic, Program or Notes P-Program 

Menu Name or Program Path SP.EXE / PP.EXE 

Parameter  792x for Order Detail Pick Lists where X corresponds to the definition 

entry number required 

 

NB: Other options can be set as required. 

 

Alternate Stock Selling Units (SOP Only) 
 

This new features allows Order Entry to select a Selling Unit for a stock line to allow order entry to have a 

quantity / price in one unit but to update stock in the main stock holding unit.  For example you may hold 

selling units for (say) Apples as items, bags (6) and boxes (24) – this option allows you to enter an order for 

1 item, 1 bag or 1 box and have stock updated with 1, 6 or 24 units respectively. 

 

Diamond and Premier Only 
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As you enter an order line a pop-up on the Issue Unit allows you to select the selling unit – selecting the 

selling unit then alters the price offered based on the selling unit selected and the customer which price 

number. 

 

When processing documents the system processes based on the order / document action quantity which is 

in selected issue unit.  For batch tracked / serial items, however, when prompting to confirm the 

batches/serials the system will process in the stock holding unit. 

 

Cost Price on the stock record is held per base unit – if you select an alternate issue unit the system will 

update the cost price recorded on the order line by the conversion factor. 

 

Installation 

Database Changes 

 

Changes are required to the Stock Records, Stock Transactions and Sales Order Details database for this 

feature.  To add these items select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and 

then Restructure A Database. Select the Stock Control application first. Elect to update the Live Files and 

then select the Stock Records File. The existing data items are then displayed on screen, scroll-down to the 

next available blank entries and create the following STA file items: 

 

File Item Name Type Description 

 

STA ISSUE-UNIT-1 X (10) Holds descriptive text for the first issue unit for the item. 
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STA ISSUE-UNIT-N X (10) Holds descriptive text for the nth issue unit for the item.  Up to 

nine issue units can be defined – all issue unit items must be 

consecutive within the stock database. 

STA FACTOR-1 K, L, M Holds the conversion factor between the stock holding unit 

and the first order entry issue unit (for this first unit this value 

will be 1.00). 

STA FACTOR-N K, L, M Holds the conversion factor between the stock holding unit 

and the nth order entry issue unit.  All factor items must be 

consecutive within the stock database and you need a 

conversion factor for each issue unit defined. 

STA UNIT-1/PRC-1 K, L, M Holds the selling price for the first price number for the first 

issue unit.  The following consecutive items in the database are 

the second to ninth price numbers for the first issue unit.  This 

is then repeated for each issue unit in turn.  All price items 

must be consecutive.   

 

STT ISSUE-UNIT X (10) Holds the Issue Unit selected in the Sales Order for which this 

transaction was generated. 

STT FACTOR K, L, M Holds the conversion factor between the stock holding unit 

and the order entry issue unit. 

STT SOP-DOC-QTY K, L, M Holds the transaction quantity in the order entry issue unit, the 

standard quantity item being in the stock holding unit. 

STT SOP-PRICE K, L, M Holds the selling price in the order entry issue unit, the 

standard price item having been converted into the stock 

holding unit. 

 

SOD ISSUE-UNIT X (10) Holds the issue unit selected. 

SOD FACTOR K, L, M Holds the conversion factor between the order entry unit ant 

the stock holding unit to be applied. 

SOD ENTRY-UNIT Y (1) Holds the entry number for the issue unit selected. 

SOD STK-ORD-QTY * Calculation of ORDER-QTY multiplied by FACTOR 

SOD STK-DOC-QTY * Calculation of WORK-QTY multiplied by FACTOR 

SOD STK-DEL-QTY K, L, M Holds the delivery quantity processed in the stock holding unit.  

Item type selected must equal that of the standard DEL-QTY 

item. 

SOD STK-INV-QTY K, L, M Holds the invoiced quantity processed in the stock holding 

unit.  Item type selected must equal that of the standard INV-

QTY item. 

SOD STK-DEL-W/O K, L, M Holds the delivery write-off quantity processed in the stock 

holding unit.  Item type selected must equal that of the 

standard DEL-W/O-QTY 

SOD STK-INV-W/O K, L, M Holds the invoice write-off quantity processed in the stock 

holding unit.  Item type selected must equal that of the 

standard INV-W/O-QTY 
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SOD STK-DEL-CRD K, L, M Holds the stock returned quantity processed in the stock 

holding unit.  Item type selected must equal that of the 

standard CRED-DEL-QTY item. 

SOD STK-INV-CRD K, L, M Holds the credited quantity processed in the stock holding unit.  

Item type selected must equal that of the standard CRED-INV-

QTY item. 

 

To insert a new item press <Enter> against a blank entry, enter the title as required and press <Enter>, 

select the item type (using the drop-down list if required), and depending on item type select the size 

required. 

 

Once the required items have been recorded press the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button to save 

the database changes. When prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing Data to New 

Database Structure’ and, if appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to New Database’. Final 

prompts ask to ‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and to ‘Carry Out the Same Restructure on the BASE File as 

well’ – respond as required. If you select to update the base file you need to manually insert the new items 

at the same data item positions as on the live file. 

 

Once the Stock File has been updated repeat to add the Stock Transaction (STT) and Sales Order Detail 

(SOD) items as noted above. 

Database Profiles 

 

Changes are required to the Stock and Sales Order Processing Database Profiles.  To update these settings 

select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and Set Database Profiles.  

Choose the Stock Control application first selecting the Stock Mandatory parameter screen. 
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Unit of Issue – update this reference to select the first issue unit of the stock holding unit range. 

 

Next select the Stock Prices profile screen. 
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Selling Price X – update the nine selling price items to reference the selling price items created for the first 

issue unit.  If a price number not in use leave value as 0. 

 

 

Notes 

 

Whilst Sales Order Processing will use the new items created for this feature based on the 

parameter settings enabled within the SOP Application User Facilities, other applications will 

not know of these items and use the standard issue unit / price items.  To avoid duplication of 

updates these changes update the Stock profiles to use the first issue unit values. 

 

If implementing on an existing setup you will have values in the standard issue unit / price 

items.  You can use Datafiler / ProFiler Global Updates or Data Interchange routines to update 

the first of the new issue unit / price items based on the standard issue / price items. 

 

 

Next swap to the profiles for the Sales Order Processing application and select the Detail Optional 4 profile 

screen. 

 

 

Alt Stk Ord Qty – reference the STK-ORD-QTY created earlier on the Sales Order Detail file. 

Alt Stk Doc Qty – reference the STK-DOC-QTY item 

Alt Stk Del Qty – reference the STK-DEL-QTY item 

Alt Stk Inv Qty – reference the STK-INV-QTY item 

Alt Stk Del W/Off – reference the STK-DEL-W/O item 
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Alt Stk Inv W/Off – reference the STK-INV-W/O item 

Alt Stk Cr Del Qty – reference the STK-DEL-CRD item 

Alt Stk Cr Inv Qty – reference the STK-INV-CRD item 

Application Screen Layouts – Stock Control 

 

Changes are required to the main Stock Maintenance screen(s) to replace the existing issue unit and price 

inputs with that of the first issue unit items and also to allow entry of second and subsequent issue units. 

 

To update the screen layout users can select the Installation option from the main menu followed by 

Application Manager and then Application User Facilities.  Select the Stock Control application before 

selecting the Maintain Stock option and the Add New Stock Records screen. 

 

On the standard Stock Maintenance screen, if the issue unit and price items are displayed, delete the 

existing item off the design and replace with the data items for the first stock holding unit.  You may also 

want to include the Factor data item for the first issue unit. 

 

Once you’ve updated the standard Stock maintenance screen you will need to consider other screens that 

include this data – Stock Ledger Enquiry, Stock Extra Maintenance Screens, ProFiler or Desktop Database 

Screens, Order Processing Create New Stock Screens, etc.  Any screen that displays this data may need to 

be updated. 

 

In addition to the above you also need to allow entry of the additional stock holding units and prices, 

perhaps the second Stock maintenance screen (Premier only) or an extra maintenance screen. 
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Screen Design is in the usual manner - To insert text labels such as ‘Issue Unit’ use the mouse to position 

the cursor where required and then type the required text.  To insert the data items position the cursor 

where required and press the <F4-Select> key and choose the data item required.  Set whether items are 

view-only, mandatory or require uppercase input as required.  Once the layout is complete choose File and 

then Save & Exit. 

Application Screen Layouts – Sales Order Processing 

 

Changes are required to the main Sales Order Detail entry screen to insert the new issue unit input.  To 

update the screen layout users can select the Installation option from the main menu followed by 

Application Manager and then Application User Facilities.  Select the Sales Order Processing application 

before selecting the Enter/Amend Orders option and the Maintain Order Details screen. 
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The Issue Unit item should be inserted prior to the quantity input in the input sequence with price number 

(which price) between the order quantity and price inputs.  You may also elect to display the stock quantity 

on screen. 

Application User Facilities 

 

The Issue Unit entry options are enabled within the SOP Application User Facilities.  To update select 

Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and Application User Facilities.  Select 

the required application followed by Enter/Amend Orders and then Advanced Input Facilities and 

Optional Features.  A new prompt on the first screen ‘Allow Multiple Selling Units’ when set displays a 

pop-up screen to allow setting of the Issue Unit parameters. 
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Maximum Number of Selling Units – set the maximum number of selling units allowed based on the 

number of items created (max 9). 

 

Number of Prices Per Unit – set the number of selling prices defined per issue unite (max 9). 

 

Stock Item for First Unit – reference the data item on the Stock Records database that holds the first of the 

consecutive issue unit data items. 

 

Stock Item for First Factor – reference the data item on the Stock Records database that holds the first of 

the consecutive factor data items. 

 

Stock Item for First Unit / Price – reference the data item on the Stock Records database that holds the 

first price for the first issue unit. 

 

Order Detail Item for Unit – reference the data item on the Sales Order Details database that is updated 

with the Stock Issue Unit selected. 

 

Order Detail Item for Factor – reference the data item on the Sales Order Details database that is updated 

with the conversion factor between the Order Issue Unit and the Stock Holding Issue Unit. 

 

Order Detail Item for Unit Entry Number – reference the data item on the Sales Order Detail database that 

is updated with the entry number of the selected Issue Unit. 
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Notes 

 

Call Off and Quick Form Order Entry options are not applicable when using Stock Issue Unit 

processing. 

 

Discount Matrix entries that apply a set price are not converted for the Issue Unit selected. 

 

Stock Level Checking (Order Entry and Document Processing) is not available with this order 

entry option. 

 

Batch Order Import will need to update the Issue Unit, Conversion Factor and Issue Unit Entry 

selections. 

 

 

Allow Part Deliveries by Order (SOP Only) 
 

Selected Customers may prefer to receive their order in one go, others are happy to receive orders in part-

shipments with the potential extra delivery charges that may incur.  This new feature allows you to control 

on an order-by-order basis whether the order can be part delivered on an order and/or line basis. 

Diamond and Premier 

Datafile 2015 Only 
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Allow Part Shipment of Order – if set then an order can be processed on a part-shipment basis allowing 

selected lines to be processed. 

 

Allow Part Shipment of Lines – if set to allow part shipment of an order as a whole this supplementary 

option controls whether individual lines can be part-processed. 

 

During document processing, if the document configured to apply checks (typically the Delivery Note but 

optionally the Invoice if using combined Delivery/Invoice document) then if the action quantity set so that a 

line is not fully processed then the system will warn and prevent processing.  This will occur if the operator 

manually reduces the action quantity or if the quantity is reduced due to physical stock checks. 
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Notes 

 

Optionally you could set a ‘Part Ship’ flag on the Account Record and use Database Profile copy 

items to automatically set the flags on the Order Header record. 

 

Similarly whilst the option is available to control separately whether you allow part-shipment 

of an order and then a line, if a customer either allows part-shipment or they don’t you could 

have one flag item referenced against both checks. 

 

Where part-ship is allowed the system will override the option on screen 12a of the Document 

Parameters to reject the document if any line fails the physical stock check. 

 

This option is not applicable for multiple order documents. 

 

 

Installation 

Database Changes 

 

Changes are required to the Sales Order Header file.  To add these items select Installation from the main 

menu followed by Application Manager and then Restructure A Database. Select the Sales Order 

Processing application. Elect to update the Live Files and then select the Sales Order Header file. The 

existing data items are then displayed on screen, scroll-down to the next available blank entries and create 

the following items: 

 

Item Name Type Description 

 

PART-SHIP-ORD ? Flag to Allow Part Shipment of Order 

PART-SHIP-LNE ? Flag to Allow Part Shipment of Order Line.  If customer either allows 

part-shipment or doesn’t then you can omit this item. 

 

To insert a new item press <Enter> against a blank entry, enter the title as required and press <Enter>, 

select the item type (using the drop-down list if required), and depending on item type select the size 

required. 

 

Once the required items have been recorded press the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button to save 

the database changes. When prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing Data to New 

Database Structure’ and, if appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to New Database’. Final 

prompts ask to ‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and to ‘Carry Out the Same Restructure on the BASE File as 

well’ – respond as required. If you select to update the base file you need to manually insert the new items 

at the same data item positions as on the live file. 
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If you wish to set a default on the Customer record to allow part-shipment then you can repeat the above 

against the Sales Ledger Accounts file. 

Database Profiles 

 

If setting a default on the Customer record then you will need to define a copy item from the Account to 

the Order Header for this flag.  To update these settings select Installation from the main menu followed 

by Application Manager and Set Database Profiles.  Choose the Sales Order Processing application before 

selecting the Acc to Hdr parameter screen. 

 

 

Copy From / To – reference the flag items created on the Sales Ledger Account and Sales Order Header 

record as a matching pair. 

Application Screen Layouts 

 

The Part Shipment flags will need to be added to the Sales Order Entry screen.  To update the screen layout 

users can select the Installation option from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then 

Application User Facilities.  Select the Sales Order Processing application before selecting the 

Enter/Amend Orders option and then Enter New Order Header. 
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Screen Design is in the usual manner - To insert text labels such as ‘Allow Part Shipment’ use the mouse to 

position the cursor where required and then type the required text.  To insert the data items position the 

cursor where required and press the <F4-Select> key and choose the data item required.  Set whether 

items are view-only, mandatory or require uppercase input as required.  Once the layout is complete 

choose File and then Save & Exit. 

 

If copying the flag from the Customer Record then you will need to repeat the process for the Customer 

maintenance screen. 

Document Design Manager 

 

To configure the document select Installation from the main menu, followed by Application Manager and 

then Document Design Manager before selecting Sales Order Documents and the required document 

category.   

 

The system will list the available documents – enter the number of the document to update in the prompt 

at the bottom of the screen and the document mask will be displayed. 

 

From the ribbon choose the Parameters option and then select the ACTION button to move to screen 12 – 

Optional Features During ‘Invoicing’ before selecting NEXT to move to screen 12A. 
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Allow Part Shipment of Orders by Order Header Flags – set to allow part-shipment control.  When set a 

pop-up form will appear to allow reference of the flag items. 

 

Header Item to Allow Part Shipment of Whole Order 

Header Item to Allow Part Shipment of Individual Lines 

 

Reference the header data items created earlier here, if using one flag to allow part-shipment reference the 

same item against both prompts. 

 

Staged Payment Schedule (SOP Only) 
 

Sales Order Processing generates each invoice with a single payment due date, this new feature allows SOP 

Invoice production to generate an invoice with a payment schedule recorded against it – splitting the 

invoice over a range of 1-9 payments. 

 

During order entry you can set the number of payments an invoice is to be split over (leaving as 0 for 

standard invoice production).  The credit terms recorded against the sales order being used to determine 

the frequency the payments are required – i.e. D30 means that payment is due every 30 days, M125 

meaning that the first payment is due on the 25th of next month and then the 25th of each following month 

for the remaining payments. 

 

Diamond and Premier 

Datafile 2015 Only 
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The remainder of the order entry processes continues as before. 

 

The payment schedule can be included on any document and is printed in the footer section after the final 

detail within the document. 
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On update to the sales ledger additional transactions are generated to record the payment due dates for 

each split of the invoice.  The standard invoice (type 1) and analysis lines (type 9) for each detail are 

updated but extra transactions are created as follows: 

 

 A Credit Note (Type 3) transaction is written for full value of the invoice.  This credit is marked as 

allocated and flagged to be omitted from the statement.  The original invoice transaction is also 

marked as allocated and flagged to be omitted from the statement.   

 

 An Invoice (Type 1) transaction is created for each entry on the payment schedule.  Each of these 

invoices records a separate due date to correspond to the schedule and the transaction description is 

appended with ‘(1/5)’, ‘(2/5)’ etc to represent the payment stage. 

 

None of the additional transactions are written with a VAT amount (this is recorded on the original invoice) 

and nor are any analysis lines created for these transactions. 
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Installation 

Database Changes 

 

Changes are required to the Sales Order Header file.  To add the item select Installation from the main 

menu followed by Application Manager and then Restructure A Database. Select the Sales Order 

Processing application. Elect to update the Live Files and then select the Sales Order Header file. The 

existing data items are then displayed on screen, scroll-down to the next available blank entries and create 

the following items: 

 

Item Name Type Description 

 

NO-PAYMENTS N Holds No of Payments Invoice to be split over. 

 

To insert a new item press <Enter> against a blank entry, enter the title as required and press <Enter>, 

select the item type (using the drop-down list if required), and depending on item type select the size 

required. 

 

Once the required items have been recorded press the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button to save 

the database changes. When prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing Data to New 

Database Structure’ and, if appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to New Database’. Final 

prompts ask to ‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and to ‘Carry Out the Same Restructure on the BASE File as 
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well’ – respond as required. If you select to update the base file you need to manually insert the new items 

at the same data item positions as on the live file. 

Application Screen Layouts 

 

The No of Payments item will need to be added to the Sales Order Entry screen.  To update the screen 

layout users can select the Installation option from the main menu followed by Application Manager and 

then Application User Facilities.  Select the Sales Order Processing application before selecting the 

Enter/Amend Orders option and then Enter New Order Header. 

 

 

Screen Design is in the usual manner - To insert text labels such as ‘Allow Part Shipment’ use the mouse to 

position the cursor where required and then type the required text.  To insert the data items position the 

cursor where required and press the <F4-Select> key and choose the data item required.  Set whether 

items are view-only, mandatory or require uppercase input as required.  Once the layout is complete 

choose File and then Save & Exit. 

Application User Facilities 

 

The Payment Schedule entry options are enabled within the SOP Application User Facilities.  To update 

select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and Application User Facilities.  

Select the required application followed by Enter/Amend Orders and then Advanced Input Facilities and 

Optional Features.  A new prompt on the second screen ‘Allow Staged Payments’ when set displays a pop-

up screen to allow setting of the payment parameters. 
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Maximum Number of Staged Payments – set maximum allowed no of payment stages (max allowed is 9). 

 

Order Header Item for Staged Payments – reference the Order Header item that holds the number of 

payments required per order. 

 

Apply Rounding to First Payment (Otherwise Last) – the invoice total is divided by the number of 

payments and rounded down to the nearest penny.  Any remainder is added to the last payment unless this 

option set when the remainder will be added to the first payment. 

 

Tax Code to Write to Staged Payment Transactions - the additional transactions this feature creates are 

not VAT analysed (VAT being due against the original invoice).  For reporting purposes you may wish to set 

a VAT code to be recorded against the extra Type 1/3 transactions. 

 

Analysis Code to Write to Staged Payment Transactions - the analysis code on the main invoice and 

nominal analysis lines are updated as normal but for the extra transactions you can set another analysis 

code if required for reporting purposes (note the extra credit/invoice transactions in effect cancel each 

other out). 

Document Design Manager 

 

To configure the document select Installation from the main menu, followed by Application Manager and 

then Document Design Manager before selecting Sales Order Documents and the required document 

category.   
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The system will list the available documents – enter the number of the document to update in the prompt 

at the bottom of the screen and the document mask will be displayed. 

 

From the ribbon choose the Parameters option and then select the ACTION button to move to screen 13 – 

Tax / Payment Analysis Tables. 

 

 

Process for Staged Payments – set to print the payment schedule, and if Invoice document, process the 

payment schedule when updating the Sales Ledger.  When set a pop-up form allows additional parameters. 

 

 

Note 

 

It is generally more straight-forward to set the print titles within the parameters but to 

position the print items from the document mask – as such on initial set-up leave line/column 

inputs as 0 to define from the mask.  You can then position the print items for the Payment 

Schedule from the Document Mask.  When adding a data item select the ‘Staged Payments 

Table’ category. 

 

 

Title  – set the title to be printed for the Payment Schedule.   

 

Print at Line / Column – line / column position to print the title. 
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Print Line for Headings – line position to print the payment schedule headings. 

 

Start Line for Entries – line position to begin printing the payment breakdown 

 

Payment Schedule (Column, Text and Text Column) – set the column number to print the payment 

schedule number X/Y (where X is payment number, Y is total no of payments), enter any text to print as 

column heading for the payment schedule and the column at which this is to print. 

 

Due Date (Column, Text and Text Column) – set the column number to print the due date of the payment 

schedule, enter any text to print as the column heading for the due date and the column at which this 

heading is to print. 

 

Amount Due (Column, Text and Text Column) – set the column number to print the amount due for the 

payment schedule, enter any text to print as the column heading and the column at which the heading is to 

print. 

 

Discount Amount (Column, Text and Text Column) – set the column number to print any available 

settlement discount, enter text to print as the column heading and the column at which the heading is to 

print. 

 

Pay by Date (Column, Text and Text Column) – set the column number for the settlement due date, enter 

text to print as the column heading and the column at which the heading is to print. 

 

“If Paid By” (Column, Text) – set the column and text label to print the ‘If Paid By’ text.  This allows you a 

text description between the amount due and settlement details. 

 

 

Note 

 

This feature would not be applied to a credit note document.  If a staged payment invoice 

needs to be credited it will be credited in full (and you would allocate the single credit against 

the separate invoices).  If you wish to credit a stage of the invoice a new credit order must be 

added. 

 

If used on a ‘multiple order’ invoice document then the number of payments / credit terms are 

taken from the first order processed. 

 

Settlement Terms are processed in the same manner as Credit Terms.  If use D15 then the first 

payment discount expires 15 days after the original invoice date, the second payment 15 days 

on from there and so on.  If use monthly terms such as M115 then it’s the 15th date of each 

month. 

 

The Payment Schedule will only print if no of payments set to non-zero value on the order. 
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Change Stock Location during Document 
Processing 
 

This option allows, during Delivery Note or Goods Received processing, to change the stock location that 

the order line is recorded against and thus issuing / receiving stock from / to another location. 

 

Subject to authority levels when processing a document that updates Stock the <F5> function key is 

available to change the stock location. 

 

Selecting the <F5> action prompts for the location to change to – F4-Select is available as required.  

Provided the stock code exists in both locations, the system will update the order line to amend the stock 

location – the outstanding delivery quantity is unreserved against the original location and re-reserved 

against the new location.   

 

Datafile 2015 Only 
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Notes 

 

When changing the location within SOP Delivery Notes then, if Order Entry configured to apply 

checks against physical / free stock, these checks will be applied to the new location before the 

change in location is allowed. 

 

When pre-allocating batches in Order Entry / Picking Notes the Change Location option is not 

available. 

 

The Stock Location is amended immediately on confirmation if the document is abandoned the 

change in stock location has still taken place. 

 

Stock Reserved / On-Order Transactions will be written were appropriate. 

 

Other than Stock Location (Code) the order detail record remains the same.  Description, Price 

etc. are all as per the original entry. 

 

 

Installation 

Document Design Manager 

 

To configure the document sign on as the SYSTEM user, or any user with Installer access rights, and right 

click on the Delivery Note or Goods Received menu option and select Configure Option.  Alternatively select 

Installation from the main menu, followed by Application Manager and then Document Design Manager 

before selecting Sales or Purchase Order Documents and the required document category.   

 

The system will list the available documents – enter the number of the document to update in the prompt 

at the bottom of the screen and the document mask will be displayed. 

 

From the ribbon choose the Parameters option and then select the ACTION button to move to screen 12 – 

Optional Features During ‘Invoicing’ before selecting NEXT to move to screen 12A. 
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Authority Level to Change Stock Location – set the authority level that the operator must match/exceed to 

be allowed to change location, leave blank to prevent the action.  Authority levels are 0-9 where 0 is the 

highest authority and 9 is the lowest. 

 

Create Order Line within Documents 
 

This new features allows the addition of orders details whilst processing documents.  Within the document, 

after confirming all the existing details the operator is prompted ‘All Order Details Completed’ at this point, 

if needed, they can press <F7-Option> to create a new order detail record. 

 

 

 

 

Datafile 2015 Only 
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At the stock code input you can press <Select> to look up to the Stock/Product file and, on selection of a 

stock code, the normal Stock copy items are actioned (both standard items such as Description etc., plus 

user-defined copy items).  If Price-No not included within the items available for input (custom configured) 

then the price-no recorded on the Order Header is used to obtain the price.   After completion of all inputs 

you are asked to save the detail. 

 

After saving the order detail you may, as configured, be prompted to create another order detail and thus 

repeat the process.  Once all new details have been added you will be prompted for the standard end 

document processes of confirming additional charges, discounts, etc. 

 

 

Notes 

 

Order Line creation isn’t available against multiple order documents. 

 

Documents that are set to update Stock will not allow selection of a batch/serial tracked stock 

code. 

 

 

Installation 

Database Changes 

 

Changes are optionally required to the Sales and/or Purchase Order Detail Files.  Document options allow 

the ability to flag back to the detail document that it was created within a document.  To add these items 

select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then Restructure A 

Database. Select the Sales or Purchase Order Processing application. Elect to update the Live Files and then 
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select the Sales Order Detail or Purchase Order Detail file. The existing data items are then displayed on 

screen, scroll-down to the next available blank entries and create the following items: 

 

Item Name Type Description 

 

DOC-CREATED X, ? Flag item to identify the order line as created within a document.  If 

?-type then system updates as Y, if X-type and 1 character updates 

with ‘A’, ‘D’ or ‘I’, if X3 then updates with Ann, Dnn or Inn replacing 

‘nn’ with the document number 

 

To insert a new item press <Enter> against a blank entry, enter the title as required and press <Enter>, 

select the item type (using the drop-down list if required), and depending on item type select the size 

required. 

 

Once the required items have been recorded press the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button to save 

the database changes. When prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing Data to New 

Database Structure’ and, if appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to New Database’. Final 

prompts ask to ‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and to ‘Carry Out the Same Restructure on the BASE File as 

well’ – respond as required. If you select to update the base file you need to manually insert the new items 

at the same data item positions as on the live file. 

Document Design Manager 

 

To configure the document sign on as the SYSTEM user, or any user with Installer access rights, and right 

click on the document menu option and select Configure Option.  Alternatively select Installation from the 

main menu, followed by Application Manager and then Document Design Manager before selecting Sales 

or Purchase Order Documents and the required document category.   

 

The system will list the available documents – enter the number of the document to update in the prompt 

at the bottom of the screen and the document mask will be displayed. 

 

From the ribbon choose the Parameters option and then select the ACTION button to move to screen 12 – 

Optional Features During ‘Invoicing’ before selecting NEXT to move to screen 12A. 
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Allow Creation of Order Details from Within Document – set to allow creation of order details within the 

document generation process. 

 

New Order Detail Item – here, and the next nine prompts, you define which order detail items are to be 

prompted for when you create a new detail within the document.  Although generally user-definable 

certain items must be included - these are Stock (which must be first input), Quantity and Price.  Certain 
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other items, if chosen, may need careful positioning within the ten items – e.g. Price No would be after 

Stock Code and Quantity but before Price.  As a useful guide for the sequence of data items view the fast 

input definition option within the application manager and follow this sequence. 

 

Only Allow One New Entry to be Created - Select to restrict the addition of new details so that only one 

detail can be added per document. 

 

Use VAT code from Order Header (Otherwise Stock) - Normally the VAT code on an order detail is 

determined by the VAT ‘type’ of the order header controlling which VAT code is updated from Stock.  For 

example, if the Order Header has a UK VAT Code (by default S Z or F) then the standard VAT Code from the 

stock record is updated, alternately if the Order Header records a EC VAT Code (C or X) then the EC VAT 

code is updated from stock.  This prompt, if selected, overrides this action and always sets the VAT code as 

the VAT code on the Order Header. 

 

Update Del-Qty for Non-Stock / Free Format Entries – available on Invoice document types only, this 

option allows the invoice document to update the delivered quantity against a stock item flagged as non-

stock or a free-format entry.  This allows for the addition of ‘delivery charge’ style entries and to complete 

the order line, and the order as a whole after processing (subject to other lines being complete). 

 

Order Detail Item to Flag as Created within Document - This prompt is asking for the data item on the 

Order Detail file that will be flagged to show the detail was created within the document.  

 

 

Notes 

 

Foreign Currency systems should reference the FC-Price item. 

 

If document set to Sort Order Details the new items are printed after the existing details 

regardless of any set sort items. 

 

 

Dunning Messages on Order Processing 
Documents 
 

Often there is a requirement to include a message on documents issued to customers and suppliers – office 

hours changes, telephone and address changes, special offer notices and so on.   

 

Currently these messages have to be updated on to the document layout as text items, this new feature 

allows for the document to be updated to include dunning messages as print items.  If configured, on 

document selection, the system will display and subject to authority level settings, allow amendment of the 

message and save back to the document for next time. 

 

Datafile 2015 Only 
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If allowed to amend confirm required details and select OK to continue, if insufficient authority the 

message will be displayed for information only. 
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Installation 

Document Design Manager 

 

To configure the document sign on as the SYSTEM user, or any user with Installer access rights, and right 

click on the document menu option and select Configure Option.  Alternatively select Installation from the 

main menu, followed by Application Manager and then Document Design Manager before selecting Sales 

or Purchase Order Documents and the required document category.   

 

The system will list the available documents – enter the number of the document to update in the prompt 

at the bottom of the screen and the document mask will be displayed. 

 

From the ribbon choose the Parameters option and then select the ACTION button to move to screen 6 – 

Final Document Totals before selecting NEXT to move to screen 6B for SOP Documents or 6A for POP 

Documents. 
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Text for Dunning Messages – enter, over up to five lines, the required default text for the dunning 

message.  

 

Line / Column – set the print positions for the dunning message text.  Note you can leave these items unset 

here and set later via the document mask.  Adding the Dunning Message lines as Data Items from the 

Document Totals Category. 

 

Authority Level to Change – set the authority level for the operator to be allowed to change the text at 

run-time.  Authority levels are 0-9 where 0 is highest authority and 9 is the lowest. 

 

Nominal Code as Document Confirm Item 
 

Document processing allows for the definition of, previously 2 now 12, confirm items from the order line.  A 

common requirement, particularly on Purchase Order Processing, is to confirm the nominal code but whilst 

the system validates the account code format no <F4-Select> option was available to lookup the nominal, 

this facility has now been implemented. 

 

Datafile 2015 Only 
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Selecting <F4> will display the nominal codes within the Income (SOP) and Expenditure (POP) ranges as per 

standard order entry.  Codes outside those ranges can be input where known. 

 

Installation 
 

No set-up changes are required to enable this facility over setting up the nominal code as a document 

confirm item. 

 

Quick Document Detail Pick List 
 

When processing a document manually the system displays ten entries from the order(s) at a time and asks 

to confirm each action quantity in turn.  With a large number of details this can take some time.   

 

This new option displays the document details as a single list allowing you to scroll up/down and amend 

quantities are required, selecting to update when ready.  You select the order, confirm document date, 

account and order details as normal but when displaying the document details the system creates a pick list 

for the order details. 

 

Datafile 2015 Only 
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The system applies normal default quantities as per document configuration, if all details are OK you can 

select Update directly or scroll up/down the list to amend quantities as required.  Right-click on column 

heading will allow a Find Equal / Find Contains search option. 

 

You can edit the action quantity by highlighting the required entry and keying the amended value.  If you 

press <Enter> against an entry the system will move to the next line or, if any confirmation details set, will 

display the confirm items and line/tax totals as required. 

 

Where there is a manual input / confirmation that is required, or to note where the system has changed 

the default quantity for processing reasons the system will highlight those lines.  Entries may be highlighted 

if: 

 

 Stock Code is batch tracked on a stock updating document.  The system will default the action qty to 

0 for these lines.  On entry of the action quantity the system will allow the operator to confirm batch 

details. 

 SOP Document is set to only quantity when physically available and the system has overridden the 

default quantity with the quantity available for issue. 

 Usage lock cannot be placed against the stock record as it is exclusively locked elsewhere – the 

system will default the action quantity to 0 on these lines. 

 

When you select UPDATE the system will warn if any highlighted entries have not been accepted / set and 

prompt if you wish to proceed, otherwise the system will move to the final document processes – delivery 

charge, overall discount, print and update. 
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Back Order / Write Off 

 

If the document set to confirm write off on each detail line then any unacknowledged 

highlighted entries are presumed to leave the detail on back order, if press <Enter> against the 

entry then the usual write-off / back-order prompt will be displayed for selection if you wish to 

write off the balance. 

 

 

Installation 

Document Design Manager 

 

To configure the document sign on as the SYSTEM user, or any user with Installer access rights, and right 

click on the document menu option and select Configure Option.  Alternatively select Installation from the 

main menu, followed by Application Manager and then Document Design Manager before selecting Sales 

or Purchase Order Documents and the required document category.   

 

The system will list the available documents – enter the number of the document to update in the prompt 

at the bottom of the screen and the document mask will be displayed. 

 

From the ribbon choose the Parameters option and then select the ACTION button to move to screen 12 – 

Optional Features During ‘Invoicing’ before selecting NEXT to move to screen 12A. 
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Use Pick List for Quick Confirmation of Order Details – set to allow the pick list for order detail 

confirmation. 

 

 

Notes 

 

The document pick list is intended for quick processing / amendment of document detail lines 

and, as such, any ‘manual’ procedures will need to be reviewed.  For example if operators are 

required to manually enter confirm items / line totals etc. then this option would not be 

suitable as the operator can skip these actions through the update option.   

 

Similarly options to prompt for extra text on quantity changes or to prompt for the action 

quantity in split pack format would not be applicable. 
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Bill of Materials 
 

Works Order Header and Detail Pick Lists 
 

Earlier releases have introduced definable pick lists into Order Processing for the Sales/Purchase Order 

Headers, Sales and Purchases Ledgers and Stock Control.  Release 6.8 now extends this facility to the Bill of 

Materials Works Order Header and Details. 

 

The pick lists allow you to review a set of works order headers or details, allowing enquiry options plus 

updating/editing records as required.  Up to nine pick lists can be defined for the Works Order Header file 

and a further nine pick lists for the Works Order Detail file.  Each list has its own selection criteria and 

definition layout which can be configured as needed. 

 

Selecting your pick list menu option will prompt, if configured, for you to confirm or enter any required 

selection criteria or filters and will then list the applicable works order header / details for review. 

 

Available actions to perform against the highlighted entry include: 

 

 Enquiry – links to the Works Order Enquiry option for the currently selected Works Order record. 

 

 Zoom – links to the Ledger Enquiry option for the currently selected Works Order. 

 

Diamond and Premier Only 
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 Update – links to the Update Works Order Header screen for the current Works Order Header, 

linking to the Update Works Order Detail Screen on Detail pick lists. 

 

 Details – links to the Works Order Detail Entry options for the current Works Order. 

 

 Edit – allows amendment of pre-set list of data items for the current Works Order Header/Detail 

record. 

 

 Document – allows link to a Print Order or Build Order document for the current Works Order 

(Header pick lists only) 

 

 Excel – outputs the current pick list to Excel 

 

 Close – exits from the pick list 

 

Installation 

Application User Facilities 

 

To configure the Works Order Header and Detail you need to update parameters within the Application 

User Facilities.  To set these options select Installation from the main menu followed by Application 

Manager and then Application User Facilities.  Select the Bill of Materials application and then select the 

Enter/Amend Orders option, the Works Order Header and Detail pick lists can be configured from this 

menu by selecting either Definable Order Header Pick Lists or Definable Order Detail Pick Lists as 

required. 
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Selecting the Pick List menu option offers a list of up to nine definitions that can be updated / set as 

required. 

 

Update Which Entry (1-9) – select the entry number of the pick list definition you wish to create / update. 
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Pick Title – enter title for the Works Order Header/Detail pick list.  This title is displayed as the form header 

when using the pick list at run-time. 

 

Specify Default Selection Criteria – set any default criteria to be applied.  If not set then criteria can still be 

entered manually at run-time. 

 

Allow Changes to Selection Criteria – if any default criteria set then this option controls whether the 

operator can amend the default criteria or not. 

 

Remember Changes to Selection Criteria – if default criteria set and allowing changes to the criteria then 

this option controls whether any changes to the default criteria are remembered for next use. 

 

Start from Header Slot Number – each Datafile Database has ten slot or control numbers that contain 

‘record numbers’ used as starting points for processing within the system.  Some of these slots are used for 

internal processing and others can be maintained within your own ProFiler applications.  This option asks if 

you wish to use one of the slot numbers as the starting point for the records to be updated. 

 

Items to Display – select up to ten items to be displayed from the Works Order Header/Detail file (as 

appropriate) 

 

Sort on Items – select up to four items from the Works Order Header/Detail file upon which the pick list is 

to be sorted.  Also set whether these sort items are to be processed in ascending or descending sequence. 
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Allow View (Enquiry) Action – set whether the Works Enquiry option is to be allowed against the Works 

Order. 

 

Allow Zoom Action – set whether the pick list can link to the Ledger Enquiry for the highlighted Works 

Order. 

 

Allow Details Action – set whether the pick list can link to the Works Order Detail entry actions for the 

highlighted Works Order. 

 

Allow Excel Action – set whether you allow output of the pick list to an Excel spreadsheet. 

 

Allow Edit Action – set whether you wish to allow edit of nominated items on the Works Order Header / 

Detail record. 

 

Allow Update Action – set whether the pick list can link to the Update screen for the highlighted Works 

Order Header/Detail. 

 

Allow Document Action – set whether the pick list can link to a Print/Build Document for the Works Order 

Header (Header Pick Lists only). 

 

Load Document Type – select P to link to a Works Order Print (Acknowledgement) document or B to link to 

a Works Order Build document (Header Pick Lists only). 
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Which Document Entry No – select which document (1-6) to link to.  Note the documents linked to must 

not be set for Automatic Run or Multiple Order processing (Header Pick Lists only). 

 

Automatic Mode – select whether the document is to be processed automatically for the highlighted works 

order (Header Pick Lists only). 

 

Include / Exclude Items – this option allows you to set additional filter options against the Works Order 

Header/Detail database.  For each filter item you select the data item you wish to filter on, the heading 

displayed on screen (if left blank the data item name is used), whether you wish to default to including or 

excluding records based on this filter.  The filter options work on a blank / non-blank status when including 

or excluding but, for X-type items, you can also set enable a ‘Check Equal’ function that would allow run-

time entry of a value to match when including or excluding records. 

 

Edit Action Items / Update – select up to sixteen items from the Works Order Header or Detail record as 

appropriate to be displayed in the edit function and also set whether the operator is allowed to update this 

item.  Care should be taken when selecting the items to update as system validation rules are not applied.   

Menu Design 

 

The pick list options need to be added as required to the Stock Control menu.  To add a new menu option 

sign-on as the CONFIG user and select Application Menu Design, choose the menu to update (the main Bill 

of Materials menu is BM.D03, or you may wish to add a utility menu if creating a large number of pick lists) 

and then select to update either the left or right-hand menu.  Move down to a blank menu entry and enter 

the title required then press <Enter> to enter the menu parameters. 
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Applic, Program or Notes P-Program 

Menu Name or Program Path BM.EXE 

Parameter  791x for Works Order Header Pick Lists, 792x for Works Order Detail Pick 

Lists (where X corresponds to the definition entry number required) 

 

NB: Other options can be set as required. 

 

Works Order Replication 
 

This new facility allows the option to replicate an existing works order as the basis for a new works order 

and to optionally replicate up to 99 times. 

 

Diamond and Premier 
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Selecting Replicate from the Order Entry menu asks for the order to replicate then prompts for: 

 

Number of Copies – select number of times to replicate the order (1-99).   

 

Replicate Automatically – select to replicate automatically, if set then will auto replicate order header and 

detail settings but if left blank then will confirm header details for each replicated order in turn. 

 

If replicating a single copy then after replicating the order header the system will display the detail entry 

screen for review/amendment.  If replicating multiple copies then the system will display a screen showing 

the order references created. 
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Notes 

 

If replicating an order with multi-level assemblies only the top level is replicated. 

 

 

Installation 

Application User Facilities 

 

To enable Works Order replication a new option has been added to the BOM Optional Features.  To set 

select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then Application User 

Facilities.  Select the Bill of Materials application and then select the Enter/Amend Orders option, followed 

by Optional Features. 

 

 

Allow Replicate Order Header & Details – set to enable Replicate option. 

 

Confirm Each Works Order Header – set to default to not replicating each order header automatically but 

to confirm each order header individually.  Note this acts as a default to the run-time parameter, you can 

still amend to replicate automatically or not as required. 
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Notes 

 

Once enabled the Replicate option will be enabled on the Works Order entry bar menu 

automatically.  To add an individual call to the Application Menu or to the Landing Page 

shortcuts the menu parameter is 1008. 

 

 

Batch Tracking 
 

Record Bin Locations on Batch / Serial 
Items 
 

This feature allows for the recording of stock holding locations against individual batch/serial entries for 

stock codes. 

Batch Code Selection  

 

When entering a transaction where you are prompted for Batch Codes a new input/display item is shown 

for the Location. 
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When selecting a Batch/Serial then, subject to configuration, F4-Select is available to select and you may 

have the location as one of the search/list items within the batch selection displays.  When selecting a 

batch the system returns the current location to be amended or viewed. 

 

Depending on configuration the location item maybe view-only.  If input is allowed then you can press F4-

Select to change the location of this batch/serial item.  Note that when receiving goods into an existing 

batch (or issuing goods out of a batch) if you update the location you are updating this for all items within 

the current batch. 

 

If receiving stock into a new batch the system will default the location to that set within the Stock System 

Profiles and you can amend this as required.  Any further batches created within the same entry for the 

stock code will default to this amended batch. 

Maintain Locations  

 

A new option is available within the Batch Tracking application menu to allow for the maintenance of Batch 

Locations. 

 

Locations must exist (including the default location) for selection when booking/issuing serial items. 

Transfer Batch between Locations 

 

A new option within the Batch Tracking application is available to record the location for existing batches or 

to transfer a batch between locations. 
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When you transfer a batch from one location to another a type 7-transfer transaction is created.  Note the 

transaction qty on this transaction is 0 (for batch statement purposes) but the from/to locations will be 

recorded and the quantity moved will be recorded within the Batch-Quantity ‘copy’ item. 

 

Installation 

Database Changes 

 

Changes are required to the Batch, Batch Transaction and, optionally, the Stock Records database.  To add 

these items select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then Restructure 

A Database. Select the Batch Tracking application. Elect to update the Live Files and then select the Batch 

Code File. The existing data items are then displayed on screen, scroll-down to the next available blank 

entries and create the following items: 

 

To insert a new item press <Enter> against a blank entry, enter the title as required and press <Enter>, 

select the item type (using the drop-down list if required), and depending on item type select the size 

required. 

 

Once the required items have been recorded press the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button to save 

the database changes. When prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing Data to New 

Database Structure’ and, if appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to New Database’. Final 

prompts ask to ‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and to ‘Carry Out the Same Restructure on the BASE File as 

well’ – respond as required. If you select to update the base file you need to manually insert the new items 

at the same data item positions as on the live file. 
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Once you have updated the Batch File you need to repeat the process for the Batch Transaction and, if 

required Stock Files. 

 

File Item Name Type Description 

 

BAT LOCATION X (10) Holds the current location for the batch/serial item.  You may 

want to make this a secondary index or extra selection item to 

enable location searches when selecting a batch code. 

 

BTT FROM-LOC X (10) Holds the location of the batch/serial item before the current 

transaction. 

BTT TO-LOC X (10) Holds the location of the batch/serial item after the current 

transaction 

BTT BATCH-QTY K, L, M Holds the quantity remaining in the batch/serial item after the 

current transaction. 

 

STA LOCATION-TRK ? Optional flag item indicating whether the current stock item 

which, if set, is to record locations for its batch/serial items.  If 

not referenced then all batch/serial items will record their 

location (if feature enabled) 

 

In addition a new database is required - ???-BTL.DFD - to hold the available bin locations. 

 

As part of the update the installation procedures will install a BASE structure for the file and you can use 

the Datafiler ‘Create / Amend Database’ tools to create live equivalents of these databases.  Note that 

apart from when adding your own items to the location file the system uses a fixed structure for the 

database and the system items must be in set item positions. 

 

The base structure for the bin location database includes: 

 

File No Item Name Type Description 

 

BTL 1 LOCATION X (10) Prime-Index.  Holds the location code for the batch location. 

BTL 2 LOCATION-DESC X (30) Secondary-Index.  Holds a description for the location code. 

Location of Files 

 

The new Batch Location file needs to be added to the Location of Files for the company.  To update the file 

pathname select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and Location of 

Database Files.  Against the prompt ‘Change the Live Files’ respond N to update the base files and leave 

blank the prompt for Global File Name Changes Required.  Move through to screen 4 of the Location of 

Files and reference the pathname for the base Batch Locations file. 
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After referencing the Base File repeat the process to update the Live file pathnames. 

 

 

Note 

 

Once referenced within the Location of Files options are activated within Controls & Audit 

Manager to allow auditing, expanding and setting auto-expand limits for the Batch Location 

file. 

 

 

Database Profiles 

 

The new data items need to be referenced within the Database Profiles.  To update these settings select 

Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and Set Database Profiles.  Choose the 

Batch Tracking application as required before firstly selecting the Batch Optional 2 parameter screen. 
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On the left of the screen is the prompt Batch Location – against this item reference the data item number 

of the equivalent item created above, <F4-Select> is available if required.  After referencing the Batch 

Location select the Trans Mandatory parameter screen. 
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On the left of the screen are the prompts From Location and To Location – against each item reference the 

data item number of the equivalent item created above, <F4-Select> is available if required.  After 

referencing these items select the Batch Location parameter screen. 

 

On the left of the screen are the prompts Location Code and Location Name – against each item reference 

the data item number of the equivalent item created above, <F4-Select> is available if required.  After 

referencing the location items select the Copy BAT to BTX parameter screen. 
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Here you define the ‘copy item’ to update the new ‘BATCH-QTY’ item on the Batch Transaction file – this 

allows the transaction to record the quantity of the batch item within that location after the transaction.  

Copy the PHYSICAL item from the Batch File to the new BATCH-QTY item. 

System Profiles 

 

A new parameter has been added to screen 1 of the Batch Tracking parameters to enable the location 

recording options.  To update the profiles select Installation from the main menu and lock out the system 

before selecting the System Profiles option and the Batch Tracking application. 
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Prompt for Item Location on Batch Movements – set to enable the prompt for Batch Location recording 

when a batch/serial item is selected.  When set a pop-up parameter screen is displayed allowing the setting 

of further parameters. 

 

Mandatory Prompt for Item Location – set whether for (selected) batch/serial tracked stock items the 

recording of the item location is mandatory or whether it can be left blank. 

 

Code Format for Batch Location – set the prime-index code format for the batch location record.  Usual 

format options of A-Alpha, 9-Numeric, and U-Uppercase Alpha-Numeric are available with usual delimiter 

characters.  A typical format might be UUUUUU to allow a location of up to six alpha numeric characters. 

 

Default Location for New Batches – if receipt of stock creates a new batch/serial item record the default 

location for new items here. 

 

Stock Item to Enable Batch Locations – if you wish to control by stock item whether location recording is 

enabled reference the Stock flag data item created earlier here. 

 

If Location Tracking is enabled a new Optional 5 parameter screen is available to control whether the batch 

location item is view only for nominated transaction types. 
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Against each transaction type set whether the location code item is view-only as required.  You may 

typically wish to set the ‘issue’ items for view-only unless you require the ability to change the location for 

the ‘balance’ of a batch/serial item after issue. 

 

 

Note 

 

The additional Location item displays after the quantity input in batch pop-ups but before 

display/input of any extra batch items.  Display limitations may mean that when location 

recording is enabled some previously defined extra items are no longer available for 

display/input – the batch code, location code and extra item sizes can all affect the display of 

these items. 

 

 

Select Key Definition 

 

The list items available when you press <F4-Select> on the location input are defined within the Select Key 

Definition for Batch Tracking.  To update the list items select Installation from the main menu followed by 

Application Manager and then Select Key Definition.  Select the Batch Tracking application before moving 

through the list items for each database in turn (use the PAGE-DOWN key) until the Batch Location items 

are displayed. 
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Reference the list items required and set whether list items are to be displayed in LIFO sequence, 

automatically sorted in the order of one of the display columns or whether F4 selection focuses on entry of 

the location or location description items (assuming primary and secondary index respectively).  Once items 

set here they apply to the location input throughout the applications. 

 

 

Note 

 

You may also wish to update the Batch File list items to include the location code. 

 

 

Application Screen Layouts 

 

A new maintenance screen is available for Batch Tracking to maintain the Batch Location file.  To update 

the screen layout users can select the Installation option from the main menu followed by Application 

Manager and then Application User Facilities.  Select the Batch Tracking application before selecting the 

Maintain Batch Location screen. 
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Screen Design is in the usual manner - To insert text labels such as ‘Location Code’ use the mouse to 

position the cursor where required and then type the required text.  To insert the data items position the 

cursor where required and press the <F4-Select> key and choose the data item required.  Set whether 

items are view-only, mandatory or require uppercase input as required.  Once the layout is complete 

choose File and then Save & Exit. 

 

 

Note 

 

You may also wish to update the Batch Code Enquiry display to include the Batch Location – 

this screen is used for the ‘Transfer Batch between Locations’ action. 

 

 

Menu Design 

 

Options to Maintain Batch Locations and to Transfer Batch between Locations need to be added as 

required to the Batch Tracking menu.  To add a new menu option sign-on as the CONFIG user and select 

Application Menu Design, choose the menu to update (the main Batch menu is BT.D03) and then select to 

update either the left or right-hand menu.  Move down to a blank menu entry and enter the title required 

then press <Enter> to enter the menu parameters. 
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Title Maintain Batch Locations 

Applic, Program or Notes P-Program 

Menu Name or Program Path BT.EXE 

Parameter  1100 

 

Title Transfer Batch between Locations 

Applic, Program or Notes P-Program 

Menu Name or Program Path BT.EXE 

Parameter  1200 

 

NB: Other options can be set as required. 

 

Selective Extra Batch Input Items 
 

Batch Tracking parameters allow for the input / display of up to five extra data items from the batch record 

when prompted to select a batch record – for example this could be used do input an expiry date on goods 

receipt. 

Diamond and Premier Only 
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When prompting for the expiry date, or other nominated item, then this might not apply to all stock items, 

this new feature allows you to set per stock item whether the batch extra item input is allowed for input 

(the column will display but not require input). 
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Installation 

Database Changes 

 

Changes are required to the Stock Records database for each batch extra input item you wish to control.  

To add these items select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then 

Restructure A Database. Select the Stock Control application. Elect to update the Live Files and then select 

the Stock Records File. The existing data items are then displayed on screen, scroll-down to the next 

available blank entries and create the following items: 

 

File Item Name Type Description 

STA PRMPT-EXPIRY ? Flag to identify whether expiry date is to be prompted. 

 

As the Batch Extra input items are defined per transaction entry method you can have different 

requirements in, for example, goods in extra inputs versus goods out.  You may prompt for a packing 

operative on sales issues but only for items that require packing.  You would need an item on the Stock 

Record for each extra batch input item that you wish to control input for. 

 

To insert a new item press <Enter> against a blank entry, enter the title as required and press <Enter>, 

select the item type (using the drop-down list if required), and depending on item type select the size 

required. 

 

Once the required items have been recorded press the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button to save 

the database changes. When prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing Data to New 

Database Structure’ and, if appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to New Database’. Final 

prompts ask to ‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and to ‘Carry Out the Same Restructure on the BASE File as 

well’ – respond as required. If you select to update the base file you need to manually insert the new items 

at the same data item positions as on the live file. 

 

Application Screen Layouts 

 

To set the flag items you need to update the Stock ‘Batch’ definition screen – some users will have these 

details on the main stock entry screen, others will have the batch detail as an extra maintenance screen.  To 

update the screen layout users can select the Installation option from the main menu followed by 

Application Manager and then Application User Facilities.  Select the Stock Control application before 

selecting the Maintain Stock File option.  The main Stock screen is available via the option Add New Stock 

Record whilst the extra maintenance screens are available via Additional Maintenance / Enquiry Screens. 
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Screen Design is in the usual manner - To insert text labels such as ‘Prompt for Expiry Date’ use the mouse 

to position the cursor where required and then type the required text.  To insert the data items position the 

cursor where required and press the <F4-Select> key and choose the data item required.  Set whether 

items are view-only, mandatory or require uppercase input as required.  Once the layout is complete 

choose File and then Save & Exit. 

System Profiles 

 

New parameters have been added to ‘View/Enter Extra Item’ pop-ups on screen 3 and 4 of the Batch 

Tracking parameters.  To update the profiles select Installation from the main menu and lock out the 

system before selecting the System Profiles option and the Batch Tracking application. 
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Batch File Item – select the input item on the batch file to be prompted during the transaction process. 

 

Input – set whether the item is to be ‘generally’ input (note that if controlling input by stock item this 

option should be set so that input is allowed) 

 

Remember – set whether the entered value is to be remembered for the next selected batch in continuous 

entry. 

 

Stock Confirm Item – select the stock data item that will control whether input of this item is allowed.  If 

set then only batches for stock items flagged will allow input of this item, if left blank then input is allowed 

generally. 

 

Batch Updates 
 

Import Batch Tracked Stock Lines 
 

This new feature enables the facility to import stock transactions for Stock items flagged as Serial or Batch 

tracked. 

 

Diamond and Premier Only 
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Installation 

Stock Batch Update Installation Details 

 

The Optional Features parameters allow an additional parameter screen to reference the data items on the 

input record for the batch code, quantity and any extra item details.  

 

To update the Optional Features select Utility Programs from the main menu followed by Stock Batch 

Update and Installation Details.  Select the required update definition and then choose Optional Features.  

Screen 3 allows configuration of the batch import parameters. 

 

Maximum Batch/Serial Items per Import Record – set the maximum number of batch/serial codes that will 

be expected on an import record. 

 

First Data Item / CSV Column for Batch Code – reference the data item or CSV Column No that holds the 

first batch code for the import record.  This item should be the first in a series of N consecutive data items / 

CSV columns are expected to contain batch code data (where N is the maximum batch count above). 

 

First Data Item / CSV Column for Batch Qty – reference the data item or CSV Column No that holds the first 

batch qty for the import record.  Again this item should be the first in a series of N consecutive data item / 

CSV columns that contain batch qty data. 

 

Batch Codes Include Stock Code Prefix – if the Stock Batch Configuration set to prefix any batch code with 

the stock code set whether the batch code referenced on import data includes this prefix. 
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After setting the primary information for batch import you can optionally define the import of up to five 

extra confirmation details.  This may include the likes of expiry dates, the customer/supplier account code 

or order reference etc. 

 

First Data Item / CSV Column for Extra Item X – reference the data item or CSV column no that holds the 

batch extra update item.  This item is either the first in a series of N consecutive data items / CSV columns 

or the value in this item is updated to all the batch codes referenced on the input record based on setting 

of next prompt. 

 

Set – if set then a series of N consecutive data items or CSV columns are processed for the extra item 

update, if left blank then the data item referenced is updated to all batch records. 

 

Batch Data Item for Extra Item X – reference data item on the Batch Record that the extra item is to be 

updated to. 

 

Batch Transaction Data Item for Extra Item X – reference data item on the Batch Transaction Record that 

the extra item is to be updated to. 

 

 

Notes 

 

Whilst CSV Import is supported we would recommend bringing any CSV into a database work 

file and allowing stock batch update to use the work file and flag records as updated.  The 

system will reject the update of any import record that doesn’t contain the correct batch data 

and it is more straight-forward to reprocess a work file after data correction that a CSV import 

file. 

 

Stock Batch Update applies the standard system rules for batch/serial stock items.  Negative 

quantities are not allowed, serial items can only have a stock level of 0 or 1, etc. 

 

The Update will reject any entry where the import stock quantity does not match the sum of 

the batch/serial quantities. 

 

The system will reject any entry where the batch codes do not match the format set against 

the stock record. 

 

The system will reject any issue where the batch code does not exist but will create batch 

codes for any receipt where the batch code does not exists. 

 

Batch Matrix / Template Items are not supported. 
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Chapter 3 

System Features 
 

Ledger Enquiry / Desktop Tools 
 

Allow Four Application Enquiry Screens 
 

The Ledger Enquiry tool allows the definition of two enquiry screens for each of the applications, allowing 

<Page-Up> and <Page-Down> to move between the two screens.  This release extends the enquiry options 

to four enquiry screens. 

 

As before you use <Page-Up> and <Page-Down> to switch the display between enquiry screens. 

 

Datafile 2015 Premier Only 
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Installation 

Ledger Enquiry Manager 

 

To enable and design the third and fourth enquiry screens select Installation from the main menu followed 

by Ledger Enquiry Manager and Enquiries Configuration.  Select the required application and then select 

the application FULL Screen Design. 

 

Each application screen is displayed in turn, before each screen is displayed you will be prompted if you 

wish to 

 

Set to enable the third/fourth screen layouts as required.  After enabling each screen the usual screen 

design options are displayed. 

 

Screen Design is in the usual manner - To insert text labels use the mouse to position the cursor where 

required and then type the required text.  To insert the data items position the cursor where required and 

press the <F4-Select> key and choose the data item required.  Once the layout is complete choose the SAVE 

option on the ribbon. 
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Notes 

 

The third and fourth screen options are only available when using the full screen enquiry tools 

and not the left/right list display. 

 

Sales, Purchase and Job Costing enquiries allow a UPDATE action for amendment from within 

the enquiry, as opposed to actions that link to the standard application maintenance screens.  

As such the third and fourth screens will allow setting of whether data items are view-only, 

require upper case input or are mandatory input.  Other enquires are view-only by nature. 

 

 

Ledger Enquiry – Links to Discount / 
Supplier Matrix 
 

Release 6.7 introduced a ‘List Matrix’ option within the Discount and Supplier Matrix tools that allowed 

entry of combinations of account code/group and stock code/group to list all the applicable matrix entries.  

In addition the Sales and Purchase Ledger Enquiry tools could be configured to allow this option as a 

definable ‘action’ displaying a list of matrix entries for the enquiry account. 

 

This update extends this option so that matrix entries for the account and account group are listed 

automatically via the Sales and Purchase Ledger Enquiry and also adds an equivalent option to the Stock 

Ledger enquiry to view the matrix entries (both customer and supplier) for the enquiry stock record. 

 

 

Diamond and Premier 

Datafile 2015 Only 
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Installation 

Ledger Enquiry Manager 

 

No specific changes are required to pass the Account Group as well as the Account Code for the Sales / 

Purchase enquiries – if the List Matrix option is enabled and link configured within the Ledger Enquiry 

actions (see Release 6.7 Supplement for more details) then the system will pass the account group if matrix 

configured to use account groups. 

 

To add actions to the Stock Ledger Enquiry select Installation from the main menu followed by Ledger 

Enquiry Manager and Enquiries Configuration.  Select the Stock Control application and then select the 

Launch Other Programs parameter screen. 

 

To add to the Stock Enquiry the options for listing customer / supplier matrix entries set as follows 

 

Title  set as required (for example SL Specials) 

Prog set as DT 

Param set as 005621 for link to the Customer Discount Matrix, set as 009121 for link to the Supplier 

Discount Matrix. 

 

Other actions can be set as required. 
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Discount and Supplier Matrix 
 

Prevent Sale of Items to Selected Customers 
 

This new feature allows for the creation of a discount matrix to prevent sale of an item or group of items to 

a set customer or group of customers.  This may be required where a product is not for sale in particular 

territories or is restricted for a particular customer (not sold with their branding). 

 

Once configured then two new prompts are available after selecting the account code / stock code (or 

groups) 

 

Prevent Sale – set flag to indicate this item is not available for sale. 

Message – enter text to be displayed to the operator if sale is attempted. 

 

If a matrix entry is created to prevent a sale then the system will skip entry of discount, price and qty break 

settings but will still allow entry of a comment. 

 

During Order Entry if the ‘Prevent Sale’ matrix entry applies the system will display warning accordingly. 
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Users can override this warning, via the F7-Option key, if required – any price for this item will be selected 

based on usual customer price no and stock prices (any ‘lower-level’ matrix entries will be ignored). 

 

 

Notes 

 

The Discount Matrix hierarchy applies to this facility – if a prevent sale flag is set for an account 

group and stock code but there is a matrix entry with a discount for a customer within same 

that account group for that stock item (which is higher in the hierarchy) then the sale will be 

allowed without any warning. 

 

The primary matrix hierarchy is: 

 

Account Code / Stock Code 

Account Code / Stock Group 

Account Group / Stock Code 

Account Group / Stock Group 

 

 

Support for this facility is available within standard Order Entry procedures including Quick Forms and 

Order Replication.  Note that with Quick Form and Order Replication the system will exclude these items 

and warn that items have been exclude but no F7-Option key is available to allow use – they would have to 

be manually entered.  Similarly support is available for this facility within Batch Order Creation (but only if 
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set to apply discount matrix entries to the import) and is also available within Invoicer.  This feature can 

also be used in the Supplier Matrix to prevent purchase of items from suppliers. 

 

Installation 

Database Changes 

 

New Items are required on the Discount Matrix for this facility.  Note that the Discount Matrix uses a fixed 

file structure so items are required to be created in set positions.  To add these new items select 

Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then Restructure A Database. 

Select the Sales Ledger application. Elect to update the Live Files and then select the Discount Matrix File. 

The existing data items are then displayed on screen, scroll-down to the required item number and create 

the following items: 

 

No Item Type Description 

 

102 PREVENT-SALE ? Allows entry of a matrix entry to prevent the sale of a product to a 

customer. 

 

103 PREVENT-MSG X (30) Allows recording of a comment to be displayed to the operator if a 

sale is attempted for this combination of customer / product. 

 

To insert a new item press <Enter> against a blank entry, enter the title as required and press <Enter>, 

select the item type (using the drop-down list if required), and depending on item type select the size 

required. 

 

Once the additional items have been recorded press the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button to save 

the database changes. When prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing Data to New 

Database Structure’ and, if appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to New Database’. Final 

prompts ask to ‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and to ‘Carry Out the Same Restructure on the BASE File as 

well’ – respond as required. If you select to update the base file you need to manually insert the new items 

at the same data item positions as on the live file. 

 

Once these items have been created then, if the Supplier Matrix is in use, you can repeat the required 

entries within the Supplier Matrix selecting Installation from the main menu followed by Application 

Manager and then Restructure A Database. Select the Purchase Ledger application. Elect to update the 

Live Files and then select the Purchase Price Matrix File. 

System Profiles 

 

New parameters to record a default ‘prevent sale’ message have been added to the Sales and Purchase 

System Profiles.  To update the profiles select Installation from the main menu followed by Application 

Manager and System Profiles.  Select the Sales Ledger or Purchase Ledger application and the new options 

are available on the fifth parameter screen. 
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Display Price Item Names 
 

Within Discount Matrix maintenance and Order / Invoice entry procedures <F4-Select> is available on the 

price number and price inputs to view the set prices on the Stock record for the selected item.  This facility 

uses standard text for the labels – PRICE-1, PRICE-2 etc. – but often price numbers are set on a structure – 

PRICE-1-RRP, PRICE-2-TRD or are created with particular currencies in mind – PRICE-1-GBP, PRICE-2-USD, 

etc. 

 

This new feature, applying to Order Entry in Sales Order Processing, Invoice Entry in Invoicer and Discount 

Matrix maintenance allows the labels for the stock prices shown when use F4 to use the stock data item 

field names for prices instead of the standard labels. 
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This facility is also available within Purchase Order entry and Supplier Matrix Maintenance where the 

multiple Purchase Price options are configured. 

 

Installation 

System Profiles 

 

New parameters to record a display price data item names have been added to the Sales and Purchase 

System Profiles.  To update the profiles select Installation from the main menu followed by Application 

Manager and System Profiles.  Select the Sales Ledger or Purchase Ledger application and the new options 

are available on the fifth parameter screen. 
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Use Price Field Names from Stock Record – set so that F4-Select on Which Price and Price entry within 

Discount Matrix maintenance and Sales Order / Invoice entry use the field names of the price items as the 

data item label rather than generic PRICE-X labels. 

 

Which Price Matrix Entries 
 

The Discount Matrix has an facility where instead of a single discount item you can have a series of up to 

four discount settings that are applied in turn when calculating the value of the order line – you might for 

example have 10% discount for being a trade customer, a supplementary 2% discount for reaching targets 

in a previous month, and so on.  As part of this facility you can record a price number that acts as a base 

price for the discount chain overriding the price number from the customer record. 

 

This new feature separates the Which Price option from the Discount Chain option allowing use as a stand-

alone matrix entry. 
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As with the Multiple Discount option the Which Price entry can be used in conjunction with the discount 

rate - so an entry can be set that a customer uses price band 2 with a 5% discount instead of their usual 

price - or can be operated on its own so that a customer who is usually on price band 1 is on price band 3 

for this product. 

 

Support for this feature is available within the standard Order Entry options including Quick Forms and 

Order Replication (presuming not set to retain original order pricing) with support also available in Invoicer 

and Batch Order Creation (again only if set to apply matrix prices on import). 

 

Installation 

Database Changes 

 

New Items are required on the Discount Matrix for this facility.  Note that the Discount Matrix uses a fixed 

file structure so items are required to be created in set positions.  To add these new items select 

Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then Restructure A Database. 

Select the Sales Ledger application. Elect to update the Live Files and then select the Discount Matrix File. 

The existing data items are then displayed on screen, scroll-down to the required item number and create 

the following items: 
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No Item Type Description 

 

97 WHICH-PRICE X (1) Allows entry of a matrix entry to apply a set which price to be applied 

(optionally with a discount adjustment).  If items 98-101 are in use 

then the which price option operates with the multi-discount set-up. 

 

To insert a new item press <Enter> against a blank entry, enter the title as required and press <Enter>, 

select the item type (using the drop-down list if required), and depending on item type select the size 

required. 

 

Once the additional items have been recorded press the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button to save 

the database changes. When prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing Data to New 

Database Structure’ and, if appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to New Database’. Final 

prompts ask to ‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and to ‘Carry Out the Same Restructure on the BASE File as 

well’ – respond as required. If you select to update the base file you need to manually insert the new items 

at the same data item positions as on the live file. 

 

Record Groups as Items in Discount / Supplier Matrix 
 

The Discount and Supplier Matrix files use a prime index built up from the account code/group and the 

stock code/group as its unique key.  The Matrix file also includes separate items for the account code, 

account name, stock code and stock description (line 1) for reporting purposes but didn’t allow for separate 

items to record the account group and stock group. 

 

New items are now available for use in the Discount and Supplier Matrix to record the account group, stock 

group and (see below) the second stock group in individual items.  In addition if these items are configured 

then instead of the generic ‘Acc Group’ and ‘Stock Group’ labels the system will use the field names of 

these items as the text label on Discount Matrix maintenance. 
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Installation 

Database Changes 

 

New Items are required on the Discount Matrix for this facility.  Note that the Discount Matrix uses a fixed 

file structure so items are required to be created in set positions.  To add these new items select 

Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then Restructure A Database. 

Select the Sales Ledger application. Elect to update the Live Files and then select the Discount Matrix File. 

The existing data items are then displayed on screen, scroll-down to the required item number and create 

the following items: 
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No Item Type Description 

 

14 Account-Group N/T Records the Account Group.  The field name used here is used as the 

display label within the matrix maintenance options.  Note that if use 

a T-Table item that the table values / validation is based on the 

analysis group item within the Customer file and that if use a T-Table 

item for reporting purposes it is maintained separately to the 

account group on the Sales Ledger. 

 

15 Stock-Group N/T Records the (first) Stock Group.  As with the group above the field 

name is used as the display label and T-Table items are validated 

against the Stock file analysis item and not the matrix item here. 

 

16 Stock-Group-2 N/T Records the second Stock Group.  Creation of this item (and the 

separate items for account and first stock group above) are 

mandatory if use of the Second Stock Group analysis is required.  

Again the field name used here is the data item label displayed on 

screen but if use T-type items it’s the Stock file second group item 

that displays the values allowed. 

 

To insert a new item press <Enter> against a blank entry, enter the title as required and press <Enter>, 

select the item type (using the drop-down list if required), and depending on item type select the size 

required. 

 

Once the additional items have been recorded press the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button to save 

the database changes. When prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing Data to New 

Database Structure’ and, if appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to New Database’. Final 

prompts ask to ‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and to ‘Carry Out the Same Restructure on the BASE File as 

well’ – respond as required. If you select to update the base file you need to manually insert the new items 

at the same data item positions as on the live file. 

 

Once these items have been created then, if the Supplier Matrix is in use, you can repeat the required 

entries within the Supplier Matrix selecting Installation from the main menu followed by Application 

Manager and then Restructure A Database. Select the Purchase Ledger application. Elect to update the 

Live Files and then select the Purchase Price Matrix File. 

 

Validate Account and Stock Groups Entries 
 

When using Account Groups and Stock Groups on the Discount Matrix the system can be configured using 

either N-type items or T-items on the Account and Stock files for the group data items.  N-type items allow 

the entry of a value from 0-9999 but don’t associate a description with this value, T-type items allow a 

maximum range of 0-9999 but can be limited to a smaller sub-set of values and also allow for the 

association of a description with the value. 
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If using T-Table items then whilst Account and Stock settings can only be zero (assuming not-mandatory) or 

a set value with an associated description the Discount Matrix facility allowed use of any T-Table value 

within the range.  For example if the Account Group allowed a range of 1-100 but only the first 50 have set 

descriptions then account maintenance would allow only 1-50 to be selected but the Discount Matrix 

would allow 1-100.   

 

This can be useful if sharing the matrix and stock files across companies with different analysis groups but 

in standard use allows for matrix entries to be created that could not be applied in practice (until that 

group value was set against a stock or account record).  As such a new parameter is available that will 

restrict selection, when using Table items, to restrict the selection to just the values recorded (and zero) 

 

Installation 

System Profiles 

 

New parameters to record a display price data item names have been added to the Sales and Purchase 

System Profiles.  To update the profiles select Installation from the main menu followed by Application 

Manager and System Profiles.  Select the Sales Ledger or Purchase Ledger application and the new options 

are available on the fifth parameter screen. 

 

Only Allow Non-Blank Tables for Groups – if the Account Group and/or Stock Groups are configured on the 

ledger files to be Table items then you can optionally set to restrict the values to those within the table 

range that have descriptions applied. 
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Second Stock Group Matrix Entries 
 

When grouping stock items you may end up analysing over more than one criteria – you may have separate 

analysis entries for the product type and a second analysis based on product supplier.  Within Stock Control 

you can analyse these as two separate items but if you needed access within the Discount Matrix you 

needed to merge these into one item if you required the facility to give discounts based on product type or 

product supplier.  This new feature allows the Discount Matrix to support use of a second stock group 

analysis. 

 

If configured then the discount matrix maintenance options will prompt for the stock groups in sequence – 

first stock group (product type in our example), second group (supplier type) before asking for stock code.  

An individual matrix entry can only use one of the ‘stock’ selection items. 

 

If the second stock group item is in use then the matrix hierarchy becomes 

 

1) Account Code / Stock Code 

2) Account Code / Stock Group 1 

3) Account Code / Stock Group 2 

4) Account Group / Stock Code 

5) Account Group / Stock Group 1 

6) Account Group / Stock Group 2 

 

Diamond and Premier Only 
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Therefore when applying matrix entries to an order line if an entry would apply for the account code and 

supplier type (stock group 2) and for the account code and product type (stock group 1) the product type 

entry would be applied. 

 

Support for this facility is available within the standard Order Entry options including Quick Forms, Order 

Replication (when not set to retain original order pricing), and Batch Order Creation (if applying matrix 

entries).  Support is also available in Invoicer and also available for Purchase Order Processing in 

conjunction with the Supplier Matrix. 

 

 

Note 

 

If using two stock groups then it is mandatory that, on the Stock File, the two group items are 

T-Table items and that the table ranges allowed do not overlap. 

 

 

Installation 

Database Changes 

 

New Items are required on the Discount Matrix for this facility.  Note that the Discount Matrix uses a fixed 

file structure so items are required to be created in set positions.  To add these new items select 

Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then Restructure A Database. 

Select the Sales Ledger application. Elect to update the Live Files and then select the Discount Matrix File. 

The existing data items are then displayed on screen, scroll-down to the required item number and create 

the following items: 

 

No Item Type Description 

 

14 Account-Group N/T Records the Account Group.  The field name used here is used as the 

display label within the matrix maintenance options.  Note that if use 

a T-Table item that the table values / validation is based on the 

analysis group item within the Customer file and that if use a T-Table 

item for reporting purposes it is maintained separately to the 

account group on the Sales Ledger. 

 

15 Stock-Group N/T Records the (first) Stock Group.  As with the group above the field 

name is used as the display label and T-Table items are validated 

against the Stock file analysis item and not the matrix item here. 

 

16 Stock-Group-2 N/T Records the second Stock Group.  Again the field name used here is 

the data item label displayed on screen but if use T-type items it’s the 

Stock file second group item that displays the values allowed. 
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To insert a new item press <Enter> against a blank entry, enter the title as required and press <Enter>, 

select the item type (using the drop-down list if required), and depending on item type select the size 

required. 

 

Once the additional items have been recorded press the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button to save 

the database changes. When prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing Data to New 

Database Structure’ and, if appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to New Database’. Final 

prompts ask to ‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and to ‘Carry Out the Same Restructure on the BASE File as 

well’ – respond as required. If you select to update the base file you need to manually insert the new items 

at the same data item positions as on the live file. 

 

Once these items have been created then, if the Supplier Matrix is in use, you can repeat the required 

entries within the Supplier Matrix selecting Installation from the main menu followed by Application 

Manager and then Restructure A Database. Select the Purchase Ledger application. Elect to update the 

Live Files and then select the Purchase Price Matrix File. 

 

If you were not previously using the Second Stock Group options then an additional item may be required 

on the Stock File to record the second group.   

 

To add this new item select Installation from the main menu followed by Application Manager and then 

Restructure A Database. Select the Stock Control application. Elect to update the Live Files and then select 

the Stock File. The existing data items are then displayed on screen, scroll-down to the required item 

number and create the following item: 

 

Item Name Type Description 

 

SECOND-GROUP T This item holds the analysis value that applies for the stock code 

under the second stock group.  The item name can be set as 

required.  Note that the table range set should not clash with the 

table range allowed for the first stock group. 

 

To insert a new item press <Enter> against a blank entry, enter the title as required and press <Enter>, 

select the item type (using the drop-down list if required), and depending on item type select the size 

required. 

 

Once the additional item has been recorded press the <ESC> key and select the UPDATE button to save the 

database changes. When prompted respond ‘Y’ to the prompts to ‘Extract Existing Data to New Database 

Structure’ and, if appropriate, ‘Copy Table Entries from Old Database to New Database’. Final prompts ask 

to ‘Remove (.OLD) Database’ and to ‘Carry Out the Same Restructure on the BASE File as well’ – respond 

as required. If you select to update the base file you need to manually insert the new items at the same 

data item positions as on the live file. 
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Database Profiles 

 

For the second Stock Group the new data item on the Stock File needs to be referenced within the 

Database Profiles.  To update these settings select Installation from the main menu followed by 

Application Manager and Set Database Profiles.  Choose the Stock Control application as required before 

selecting the Stock Optional 2 parameter screen. 

 

On the left of the screen is the prompt Stock Group (2nd) – against this item reference the data item 

number of the equivalent item created above, <F4-Select> is available if required. 

Application Screen Layouts 

 

If implementing the Second Stock Group then the Stock Maintenance screens need to be updated to input 

the second group item.  To update the screen layout(s) users can sign on as the SYSTEM user-id (or if 

Premier any user with Installer rights) and right-click on the Maintain Stock menu option before selecting 

the Add New Stock Record screen.  Alternatively users can select the Installation option from the main 

menu followed by Application Manager and then Application User Facilities.  Select the Stock Control 

application before selecting Maintain Stock File and then Add New Stock Record. 
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To insert the new group item you’ll first need to add a text label, to do this use the mouse to position the 

cursor where required and then type the required text.  To insert the data items position the cursor where 

required and press the <F4-Select> key and choose the data item required.  Set whether items are view-

only, mandatory or require uppercase input as required.  Once complete choose File and then Save & Exit. 

 

General Application & System Options 
 

Data Interchange – Omit First Row from Import 
 

CSV files will sometimes contain column headings on the first row.  This new feature allows for the first row 

to be ignored from the import. 
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Omit First Line from Input – set to omit the first row of the CSV from import into the DFD database. 

 

 

Notes 

 

This facility is available in both Report Generator and ProFiler ASCII Import Definitions. 

 

 

Forecast Dates - Additional Options 
 

Forecast dates allow you to analyse date’s in different ways.  Existing option types allow you to add set 

number of days to a base date, show the Age in years/months/days, show the week in year of the base 

date and so on.  New options have been added to allow for the calculation of expiry dates based on a set 

number of months or years and to calculate a ‘due date’ with our standard credit terms. 

 

 H-Month Expiry – when creating a forecast date for a month expiry it asks for base date and a data 

item/constant value.  If, for example, you have a base date of 17/11/2014 and add 1 from a data 

item / constant then the expiry date would be 16/12/2014, add 2 then expiry date would be 

16/01/2015 and so on. 

 

 Y-Year Expiry – when creating a forecast date for a year expiry the system asks for the base date and 

a data item/constant value.  If, for example, you have a base date of 17/11/2014 and add 1 from a 

data item/constant then the expiry date would be 16/11/2015, add 2 then expiry date would be 

16/11/2016 and so on. 
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 C-Credit Terms – when creating a forecast date for a due date the system asks for the base date and 

a data item containing the credit terms value.  Usual DF credit terms can be used - D30, D60, M131, 

M231 and so on. 

 

In addition to the above the type D/E forecast dates will now allow setting the base date against another 

forecast date (types D/E/H/Y/C) and not just standard date item types. 

 

Selection Criteria – Range ‘Value’ Input 
 

When entering selection criteria the Range type prompts for a ‘from/to’ value but allowed a maximum 

input of ten characters in each input this has now been increased to sixteen characters. 

 

 

Installation 
 

This feature is available automatically on program update. 

 

Automatic Sign-Off If Inactive 
 

Where operators leave their pc unattended the option is available to activate a ‘pause’ screen after a set 

period of inactivity – when activated this requires the entry of the operators password to re-activate, this 

can help in protecting access to sensitive data.  This release extends this option to sign-off and close the 

Datafile system after the set period of inactivity. 

 

Datafile 2015 Only 

Datafile 2015 Only 
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Within the General Multi-User Options under the MASTER sign-on are the options to pause the system and 

exit if appropriate. 

 

Pause System if Idle for N Minutes – set number of minutes inactivity after which the system will display 

the pause screen. 

 

Or Exit Datafile – set to exit Datafile (if possible) after inactivity.  The system will only automatically close 

Datafile on inactivity if in doing so it would not abandon data processing.  It does this by reviewing file and 

record locks – if a record has a U-Usage lock or a fileor record has a L-excLusive lock placed against it by the 

user then the system will activate the pause screen in preference to closing the Datafile system. 
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Chapter 4 

ProFiler 
 

ProFiler Application Definition 
 

Link to Company Constants – Extra Payroll Data Items 
 

If your ProFiler application is linked to an application company and uses a constant file then profiles are 

available to pick up selected details from application company files.  Details include the Company Name 

and Address, Tax Rates, Sales Ledger Period / Date Range, Nominal Ledger default period etc.   

 

For the link to Payroll the profiles allowed you to pick up the current period, overtime titles and rates, plus 

switch titles.  These links have now been extended to allow update of the payroll pay status and the payroll 

run date for the current period to the constant file. 

 

 

 

Payroll Run Date – updates the payroll run date for the current payroll period into the constant data item 

referenced here (D/E type) 
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Payroll Status – updates the payroll status of the current payroll period into the constant data item 

referenced here (X1 type).  Payroll Status options include ‘S’ for ‘Payroll Period Started but not Yet Run’, ‘R’ 

for ‘Payroll has been Run’ and ‘P’ for ‘RTI FPS Submission sent for Period’ 
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